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‘A BRIEF TECHNICAL MANUAL’ FOR GREENROOFS 

 
  Knowledge transfer for more effective and valuable greenroof applications. 
 Range of manuals available in the series: 

 
 1. CORRECT DESIGN & SPECIFICATION FOR EXTENSIVE GREENROOFS. 

 
 2. SPECIFIC DESIGN & SPECIFICATION FOR BIODIVERSE GREENROOFS. 

 
 3. SEDUMS & OTHER SUCCULENTS FOR GREENROOFS IN TEMPERATE CLIMATES. 

 
 4. NATIVE BRITISH PLANTS & THOSE BENEFICIAL TO WILDLIFE, FOR EXTENSIVE & 

BIODIVERSE GREENROOFS (APPLICABLE TO BREEAM). 
 

 5. ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, HERBS & ALPINES FOR EXTENSIVE & BIODIVERSE 
GREENROOFS IN TEMPERATE CLIMATES. 

 
 6. HABITAT TEMPLATES FOR BIODIVERSE GREENROOFS. 
 
 7. MAINTENANCE & HABITAT MANAGEMENT FOR GREENROOFS. 

 
 8. GROWING MEDIA/SUBSTRATES FOR GREENROOFS. 

 
 9. GREENROOF DESIGN TO MAXIMISE WATER ATTENUATION. 
 
 10. INTENSIVE ROOF-GARDEN DESIGN STRATEGIES. 
 
 

 ebooks in PDF format. For further information 
 please email: enquiries-araucana@gmx.com 
 
 Sponsored by Araucana Ecological (GMUK) 
 For further information please visit www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk 
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Foreword: In this current age of greenroof specifications, installations and management practices a point has been 
reached where technologies and products are available to create aesthetically pleasing yet highly functional 
applications. The industry in the UK is being increasingly driven by sustainable development in the form of BREEAM, 
good theoretical and working practices, yet due to the current economic climate corners are often cut during 
extensive greenroof installations in terms of work quality. This is mainly due to gaps in knowledge related to correct 
specification and practical skills, together with the need to drive profits (using less effective products or installation 
operatives to save money). The requirement to make money and generate profits is natural in a capitalist system of 
commerce and finance to create employment and improve lifestyles, a main reason behind the implementation of 
sustainable technologies alongside the need to combat energy consumption, habitat degradation and climate 
change. Improving profit margins is something which chiefly concerns and needs to be addressed by suppliers 
through product development and authorities to grow the market thereby improving economies of scale and 
providing more opportunity.  
 
The ‘Brief Technical Manual’ for Greenroofs series, aims to address the gaps in knowledge previously mentioned, in 
this case where proper design and specification can improve the outcome and overall success of greenroof projects 
dramatically, while at the same time improving the efficiency of necessary procedures, saving time and cost to 
clients and contractors alike.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About the author, acknowledgments/dedications section to complete. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Correct greenroof specification is paramount to the success of any project by means of selecting the correct system 
according to client requirements, what will perform well in a given location, how to upkeep optimal performance 
and method by which to format these details so that all the parties involved can understand, streamline and process 
the information provided to increase cohesive efficiency. Design variables differ greatly due to many factors and it is 
crucial that the process of design and specification is undertaken rigorously, accurately and executed well. This 
particular ‘Brief Technical Manual’ aims to address the stated aspects by providing a concise and detailed resource in 
efficient design and specification for use by Architects, Landscape Architects, Contractors, Designers, Landscapers 
Ecologists, Engineers, Consultants, Planners, Specifiers and any other relevant parties involved or interested in the 
process of designing and specifying extensive greenroofs.  
 

1.1. Definitions & Abbreviations  
 
To begin the ‘Correct Design and Specification for Extensive Greenroofs’ guide, a brief summary of relevant 
definitions and abbreviations shall be addressed as to allow the reader greater clarity and understanding throughout 
the manual. 
 
Greenroof: A vegetated roof structure aiming to relay a variety of benefits as necessitated by the technological and 
botanical build-up of the system installed. Synonyms include living-roof or eco-roof. 
 
Extensive Greenroof: Lightweight vegetated roof structure determined by the amount of growing media depth; 
Extensive; 50-150mm – Semi-Extensive; 150-200mm – Semi-Intensive; 200-250mm – Intensive; 250mm+. 
 
Sedum-roof: An extensive greenroof with Hardy Succulent species (primarily of the Sedum genus) forming the plant 
layer. They are the most lightweight and common form of Extensive-roof (80mm standard depth), installed by using 
Sedum blanket, young Plug Plants or by Hydroplanting with cuttings (and seed). 
 
Meadow-roof: A type of extensive greenroof where grass and wildflower species are used to provide a meadow-like 
plant cover (generally 110-150mm depth). For more lightweight applications Sedums may also be incorporated with 
drought tolerant grasses and herbaceous species. They are becoming increasingly specified in recent times. 
 
Ornamental-roof: A type of extensive greenroof that is implemented to be primarily aesthetically pleasing. An 
increased range of plant species is available including alpines and other rock-garden type plants. More appropriate 
to Semi-extensive, Semi-intensive roof-types but a wide range of species are still applicable to Extensive-roofs. 
 
Biodiverse-roof: A greenroof utilising a planting strategy and other measures such as roofscape habitat furniture to 
provide habitat benefit for wildlife. They can be Extensive, Semi-Extensive, Semi-Intensive or Intensive.  
 
Biodiverse ‘Brown-roof’: A type of Biodiverse-roof in which Brownfield habitat previously existent at the project site 
is replicated. Usually left un-vegetated to colonise naturally or a locally relevant seed blend is sometimes added. 
 
Biodiverse ‘Green-roof’: A type of Biodiverse-roof which takes into account possible implementation of a wide range 
of suitable native habitat templates other than Brownfield habitat (e.g. Lowland Meadow, Dry Grassland-types) or 
wildlife species specific planting strategies (e.g. to attract Bees, Butterflies, or endangered Bird species). 
 
Substrate: Can also be referred to as growing medium, growing substrate or greenroof substrate. A highly 
engineered soil layer specifically used in greenroof applications. Composition will differ depending on greenroof 
system-type, but generally they are made up from primarily inorganic components with organic matter. 
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Moisture Control Layer: A layer set on top of the waterproofed element beneath the greenroof substrate. This 
should provide protection to the finished waterproofing membrane whilst allowing moisture to drain efficiently off 
the roof via outlets or guttering. Water can also be retained for use by the plant layer in times of drought. 
Conventionally this is a composite panel, composed of a plastic cuspidated drainage core sandwiched between two 
thermally bonded geotextile fleeces that convey differing properties to filter, protect and retain water. 
 
BREEAM: Building Research Establishment’s Environmental Assessment Method. An assessment method based on 
performance to set standards for best practice in sustainable design. Credits are awarded in 10 categories and then 
added together to produce a single overall score which is then given a rating. Greenroofing is relevant to BREEAM 
primarily within the Land Use and Ecology section, although it does also impact directly in Flood Risk mitigation and 
indirectly in Thermal comfort, Acoustic performance, Materials specification, Hard Landscaping, Responsible 
sourcing of materials, Insulation, Construction site impacts and Waste management. Extensive Biodiverse-roofs are 
commonly used to replicate and enhance the number of native or beneficial plant species present on site before the 
construction process in order to gain credits (for further BREEAM info visit www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk). 
 
NBS: National Building Specification. It is owned by RIBA (Royal Institute of British Architects) and is used by 97/100 
of the top architectural practices in the UK. NBS is the standardised format for specification in the construction 
industry. It relates to materials, standards and workmanship. 
 
Q37: The specific set of NBS clauses that relates to greenroofing. Composed of various categories that convey 
specification through from; system to product, installation and completion.   
 
BoQ: Bill of Quantities. A standardised document used in pricing and estimating in which materials, labour and their 
associated costs are itemised for tender. 
 
PAB: Practical Application Brief. A concise document used to relay installation method of a greenroof system 
detailing all necessary procedures to undertake. To be presented to operatives carrying out the installation. 
 
RAMS: Risk Assessment and Method Statement. A document detailing all information related to works to be carried 
out and relevant health and safety assessment. To be presented to the client and operatives carrying out the 
installation.  
 
SIFS: System Information Sheet. A document detailing information about a greenroof system-type utilised to relay a 
design concept to the client before specification takes place. 
 
PDS: Product Data Sheet. A document detailing all of the relevant technical data about a single component to be 
implemented during the installation of the greenroof. 

 
1.2. Holistic Process Perspective 
 
The greenroof design and specification process must be logically formatted in order to purvey successful execution 
and long-term results. The whole greenroof implementation process from start to finish includes eight basic 
components from initial consultation to design considerations, secondary consultation, formulation of NBS 
specification and BoQ to tertiary consultation, practical application and long-term management. This particular 
manuscript focuses mainly upon elements included in the initial consultation to the formulation of necessary 
documents leading up to the tertiary consultation (SIFS, PDS, NBS, BoQ), although elements of the tertiary 
consultation, practical application (e.g. PAb) and long term management (e.g. Management Plan) relevant to the 
specification process are also considered and in some cases detailed.  
 
A holistic overview of the greenroof implementation process with the elements specifically relevant to design and 
specification (as detailed in this manual) can be observed in the ‘Process Perspective Methodology Diagram’ (see 

http://www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk/
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Figure. 1). The whole process first takes into account project drivers, which can simply be split into separate concept 
categories of environmental, economic and social benefit (Chapter 2) and should be ascertained in the initial 
consultation with the client and any other relevant parties (using a ‘design concept model can make the process 
easier, see Figure 2, Chapter 3).  
 
After determining project drivers, the various design issues must be considered in order to draw up a system 
specification. These include the subjects of structural load bearing, roof pitch, project geography, building aspect 
(shade/sun), planting specification, application method, BREEAM, water runoff/drainage, accessories including 
containment/vegetation breaks, roof build-up (i.e. warm, cold or inverted) and access for maintenance (Chapter 4). 
After ascertaining the project drivers and taking into consideration all the various design issues, a system-type for 
implementation can be formulated and a specification for consideration by the client can be drawn-up and 
presented in a secondary consultation (Chapter 5). SIFS and relevant PDS (where required) should be delivered to 
provide an informative overview. At this point a budget quote should be supplied that encompasses the whole 
system, enabling any budget limitations to be ironed out before full specification and pricing takes place (possibly 
saving a great deal of time).  
 
Specification can take form in a number of ways, but NBS format specifications are the industry standard in 
construction and provide a standardised model for all parties involved (architects, quantity surveyors specifiers, 
suppliers etc.) to work from, thereby improving efficiency. The relevant clause section to greenroofing is Q37 and 
various components including; General Information, Performance, Products, Execution and Completion are all 
broken down and covered in detail within this manual (Chapter 6). An example NBS format Q37 document is 
supplied to allow the reader a better perspective overall (Chapter7).  
 
The last major point in specification before the tertiary consultation takes place, prior to installation is to provide the 
client with a comprehensive quote. A BoQ is the recommended format, again due to the provision of a standardised 
layout for client and contractor benefit, itemising each specific component to provide sufficient information on the 
quantities of works to be performed to enable tenders to be made accurately and efficiently (Chapter 8).   
 
The tertiary consultation which involves receiving a purchase order, agreement of a works contract and organising 
the supply of materials (which should be detailed in a costings worksheet) is not the subject matter of this manual 
for the reason that it is not explicitly included in the realm of design and specification. This is also true for practical 
application which includes; a Materials and Dimensions (M&D) takeoff document  (could contain a project 
description, the project dimensions, exact material quantities required, delivery times and contact information) 
RAMS document and subsequent Installation of the greenroof project. An exception within the practical application 
process is the PAb (Chapter 9) which has been included in this guide as it directly links to specification and relates to 
the Q37.  
 
The last component of the greenroof implementation process is planning for and executing long-term management 
procedures (Chapter 10). It is crucial that the maintenance requirement is specified pre-construction so that the 
specifically chosen system will flourish and optimal performance, in relation to the project drivers is actualised 
otherwise the whole reason for the greenroof installation in the first place is meaningless (see Figure 3). The 
elements comprising long-term management include the formulation of an operations and maintenance (O&M) 
manual,  management plan, quote (BoQ), RAMS document, maintenance of the greenroof project and post-works 
report. Those that directly relate to specification and therefore included as examples in this manual are the O&M 
manual, management plan and BoQ, although the post-works report is also considered as the client should be aware 
of quality control issues (the requirement for specialist works).   

  
The ‘Process Perspective Methodology Diagram’ simplifies the described holistic implementation process as follows: 
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Figure 1: Process Perspective Methodology Diagram  
(please refer to previous explanation & following key) 
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The ‘Process Perspective Methodology’ diagram can be explained by the following key, the lighter the colour the less 
relevant the element is to design and specification and more relevant to components of supply and practical aspects 
of installation and maintenance. The diagram focuses upon elements that are of concern within designing and the 
subsequent specification of system-type, products used, installation procedures and long-term management to 
ensure successful execution and performance: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

1.3. How to Use This Manual 
 

This manual can be used in many ways by providing detailed information about different facets of the design and 
specification process or as a complete cohesive guide to the greenroof implementation process. In terms of design 
and specification, design methods by which to consider all issues related to specification are portrayed and the 
means to write a detailed yet concise, standardised specification is outlined. Particular points of use are as follows;  
Brief overview of possible project drivers – Design-concept model to format project drivers – Weight calculations for 
a conventional Sedum-roof (saturated) and individual component weights – Roof pitch measures required (erosion 
control, irrigation) and vegetative application methods – Plant specification and detailed application methods – 
System-conceptualisation model – SIFS example for a conventional Sedum-roof – PDS example for a growing 
medium – Breakdown of NBS format Q37 with explanation of aspects related to system, product and installation 
specification – Q37 example for a conventional Sedum-roof – BoQ explanation and example – PAb explanation and 
example – Maintenance reference in specification highlighted – O&M manual example – Maintenance BoQ example 
– Maintenance in relation to BREEAM explanation – Typical Maintenance procedures detailed – Habitat 
Management Plan example – Quality of service expectation. For more detailed information about BREEAM and 
greenroofs please refer to the specific technical manual. These aspects are outlined as follows. 

Figure 2: Process Perspective Methodology Key 
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2. Project Drivers 

 
Before a design or specification can be put forward for installation it is first crucial to ascertain the driving force 
behind the Greenroof project in order to achieve all the goals required by the client in terms of functionality and 
aesthetics. Roof-planting relays an array of advantageous properties, for simplicity sakes these benefits can be 
categorised in terms of sustainable development, falling into environmental, economic and social concept categories 
in corroboration with the Convention on Biological Biodiversity (Rio de Janeiro, 1992), so follows. 
 

2.1. Environmental 
 
Biodiversity: Customised designs can cater for common, uncommon and Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) invertebrate, 
Bird and Bat species. Greenroofs create niche habitats and are often occupied by rare species. They act to replace 
habitat lost through the construction process and by careful design can not only replace lost habitat, but improve 
site ecology. If the project requires BREEAM stipulations to be met in order to gain credits in the Land Use & Ecology 
section then Biodiversity will be a main project driver. Biodiverse-roofs are becoming increasingly popular in the UK 
due to BREEAM. Conservation of endangered habitats can be affected by using native species to replicate UK 
Biodiversity Action Plan Habitats that are suitable for roofscape implementation. Suitable templates for extensive 
Biodiverse ‘Green-roofs’ include Lowland Calcareous Grassland, Dry Acid Grassland, Lowland Meadows, Rocky 
Outcrop habitats, Open Mosaic habitats, Maritime Cliffs & Slopes, Coastal Sand Dunes and Vegetated Shingle.  
 

 
Plate 1: Environmental benefit could take the form of bestowing services for pollinators such as a nectar supply in a transient 
stepping stone habitat created by a greenroof. Above, Bombus lucorum (White-tailed Bumble-bee) on Echium vulgare. 

 
Water Attenuation: Functioning by detention and retention of precipitation, for instance during stormwater events. 
Attenuation acts to mitigate flood risk by reducing water loads on drainage systems (SuDS). With the advent of 
recent climate change this becomes an important project driver in various areas prone to flooding. Quality of water 
runoff is also improved by the removal of heavy metals and pollutants, bringing benefit to rivers and water courses. 
BREEAM benefit can be gained by providing stormwater retention. Increasing water attenuation within a greenroof 
design also maximises a number of benefits such as thermal performance (cooling) and mitigation of the urban heat 
island effect. There are various design measures possible to improve water attenuation. 
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2.2. Economic 
 
Improved Building Performance: Includes thermal benefits, provision of insulation in winter (reduction of heating 
costs) and cooling in summer (reduction of air conditioning costs). It is estimated from recent research in Germany 
that 3-10% can be saved on winter fuel bills, although this is highly dependent on the type and the amount of water 
held within the specified system as to the exact amount of energy conservation (livingroofs.org, 2012).  Vegetative 
photosynthesis and evapotranspiration combined with evapotransmission from growing medium in the planted 
element reduces the quantity of solar energy absorbed by the roof. As a guide this can reduce the temperature of 
the roof membrane and total heat flow by 47% for a mean daily temperature of 18.4°C (Nottingham Trent 
University, Livingroofs.org, 2012). A reduction in noise pollution brings about acoustic benefit (also a social benefit), 
greenroofs can function as noise barriers especially useful for housing close to flight paths or airports. Another 
benefit is that well implemented greenroofs can act to increase the value of real estate. 
 
Planning Permission: As a feature within a building assessment such as the Code for Sustainable Homes or BREEAM, 
Greenroofs can contribute to fulfilling criteria necessary to gain a good rating. Local planning authorities tend to look 
upon them favourably, especially when part of a cohesive design. For additional information about greenroofs and 
planning permission contact enquiries-araucana@gmx.com. 
 
Increased Roof Lifespan: By a reduction in UV degradation (and exposure to frosts) due to the extra protective layers 
of the greenroof build-up, material lifespan is increased. This produces a 2 or 3 fold increase in roof lifespan, 
reducing replacement frequency dramatically and providing cost benefits over the long term. A guarantee is 
sometimes offered by installers or greenroof management (maintenance) companies to coincide with the lifespan of 
the waterproofing. 
 

 
Plate 2: By providing extra protective layers over the roof surface UV degradation is significantly reduced, meaning that the 
waterproofing membrane lifespan is usually doubled or tripled depending upon the type used.  

mailto:enquiries-araucana@gmx.com
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2.3. Social 
 
Aesthetics: Improving the urban landscape and blending buildings with their surrounding environment in rural 
settings (Biodiverse Greenroofs). A psychological benefit is gained from aesthetic design especially in urban areas 
bereft of vegetation. Access to greenspace can relay a direct reduction in heart rate and blood pressure producing a 
health benefit, especially effective on buildings such as hospitals and offices. Common prime driver for installations. 
 
Air Pollution/Urban Heat Island Effect: Air pollution in cities is said to cause approximately 50,000 premature deaths 
in the UK (House of Commons – Environmental Audit Committee 2010). It is widely recognised that vegetated roofs 
contribute to reducing air pollution by removing airborne particulates, heavy metals and volatile organic 
compounds. This is achieved by the plants present and through deposition in the growing medium. Greenroofs also 
sequester carbon dioxide and produce oxygen (approx. 50m² of Extensive Sedum-roof is equivalent to 1 Broadleaf 
Tree - Harris, 2012). In terms of the ‘Urban Heat Island Effect’ by re-vegetation of urban areas mean temperatures 
can be reduced and an improvement in air quality can be achieved by reducing ozone levels. A main project driver 
for consideration in dense urban centres. 
 
Amenity Space/Food Production: In the ever increasingly dense populations found in cities, the demand for extra 
outdoor space is on the rise. Greenroofs can provide areas to relax with benefit to mental wellbeing or even areas to 
grow food similar to an allotment, thereby reducing the ecological footprint of an urban area. Roof-gardens that 
provide amenity or agricultural space would be considered Intensive and therefore not relevant in this manual. See 
the brief technical manual ‘Intensive Roof-Garden Design Strategies’ for further information.  
 
It must be stated that certain categories can overlap sometimes, for instance certain measures may be taken that 
are environmental such as attaining BREEAM credits, which will also acts as Economic benefit to gain planning 
permission and a social benefit by improving the aesthetics of a location. 
 

 
Plate 3: Social benefits can be attained by providing ornamental amenity space, primarily on Intensive Roof-gardens as above 

(250mm+ substrate depth). Extensive greenroofs are best used for the environmental and economic benefits stated, or for 
aesthetic desires in relation to design. 
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3. Initial Consultation Process to determine drivers 

 
In order to ascertain appropriate project drivers, consultation with the client and/or all relevant parties needs to 
ensue pre-design. Due to the complex nature of the design & specification process this may involve a number of 
individuals, including architects, landscape architects, main contractors, roofing contractors, specifiers, 
waterproofing companies, ecologists, consultants and structural engineers amongst others. This is dependent on the 
specific project and companies employed by the client and can often lead to design fragmentation. So in order to 
promote interdisciplinary co-ordination all the relevant parties should be identified prior to the consultation process 
by the primary greenroof designer or specifier. To improve project conceptualisation, a design–concept model can 
be employed to establish greater clarity in project goals and ascertain project drivers. By taking the fore-mentioned 
concept categories and creating a simple diagram (as the example below) for circulation between all relevant parties 
the whole process can be simplified and greater communication is therefore actualised. This leads to increased 
project satisfaction for all parties and fulfilment of all necessary goals the greenroof aims to address.  
 
Figure 4: Design-Concept Model (example).  
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above simple but effective ‘Design-Concept Model’ diagram outlines the 3 central concept categories. After 
addressing each relevant party and receiving feedback the diagram can be drawn up, the size of each concept bubble 
dictating the specific importance of that concept category to the design of the greenroof. Specific drivers are then 
referred to within each concept bubble allowing for proper design & specification to take place in order to fulfil each 
particular requirement. The diagram would then be sent to each party for confirmation and a design can be put 
forward. The different concept categories can be differentiated by assigning a colours as above.  
 
For instance, the example diagram  would refer to a major focus on Environmental benefits, specifically Biodiversity. 
In order to satisfy BREEAM stipulations (species numbers etc.) and attract the endangered bird species, the Black 
Redstart (Phoenicurus ochruros), a Biodiverse ‘Brown-roof’ could be recommended for specification. Although a 
Brown-roof does not provide an ornamental planting strategy, aesthetics are not a focus according to the diagram 
and Brown-roofs are particularly designed to attract Black Redstarts. A deeper than average ‘Brown-roof’ substrate 
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depth (e.g. average depth of 125mm, rather than the typical 100mm, or the higher extensive limit of 150mm) with 
increased organic matter levels could be suggested to attenuate more water, increase thermal benefit, remove more 
pollution and fit with budget constraints. A native and wildlife beneficial seed blend could then be applied rather 
than plug plants or instant greening measures to keep down cost (as long as pitch does not exceed 20°). Also, a 
simple 1 visit per year Habitat Management contract would be recommended to reduce ongoing costs, whilst 
providing undisturbed habitat for wildlife but still fulfilling crucial maintenance obligations (usually 2 visits per year).  
 

 
Plate 4: Example of a Biodiverse ‘Brown-roof’ as specified from the design-concept model. 

 
After confirmation that the project drivers have been ascertained (by means of the ‘Design-Concept Model’ diagram) 
the system design-type needs to be identified. Extensive Greenroofs can be broken down into the following broad 
categories: 
 

 Lightweight Sedum-roof (50-90mm substrate depth). 

 Meadow-roof (110-150mm substrate depth). 

 Ornamental-roof (90-150mm substrate depth). 

 Biodiverse ‘Green-roof’ (80-150mm substrate depth). 

 Biodiverse ‘Brown-roof’ (50-150mm substrate depth). 

 Ornamental Biodiverse-roof (80-150mm substrate depth). 
 
After identifying the system design-type to satisfy the ascertained project drivers, a range of design considerations; 
load bearing, roof pitch, geography, aspect, plant specification, application method, accessories including 
containment, vegetation breaks, water runoff, drainage, the installation of a fall arrest system andthe roof build-up 
need to be contemplated. These are described as follows and are integral for achieving correct specification. 
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4. Design Considerations 

4.1. Load Bearing Concerns 

The underlying roof structure of the building must be strong enough to support the saturated load of the planted 
system to be installed. The weight of extensive greenroof systems vary mainly on the quantity of substrate used and 
in some cases a compromise must be made when deciding how much weight the roof will be built to take and what 
is required in terms of vegetation on the roofscape to satisfy project drivers. Following is a rough guide to the 
saturated weight calculations of a conventional extensive Sedum-roof, taking into account a composite moisture 
control layer, industry standard mineral substrate and Sedum-mat application (growing medium in blanket inclusive 
in substrate depth): 

Table 1: Approximate Saturated Weight Calculations for a Conventional Sedum-roof. 

Substrate depth Weight (Kg/m²) Weight (kN/m²) 

50mm 76 0.76 

60mm 88 0.88 

70mm 100 1.00 

80mm 112 1.12 

90mm 124 1.24 

100mm 136 1.36 

110mm 148 1.48 

120mm 160 1.60 

130mm 172 1.72 

140mm 184 1.84 

150mm 196 1.96 

  
Obviously the saturated weight value changes depending upon the type of design and application method specified. 
A simple calculation of separate components is thus required (values from industry standard): 
 

 Moisture control layer: 6-7kg per m² (saturated) 

 Extensive-substrate: 12 kg per m² every 10mm depth (saturated) 

 Extensive Meadow-substrate: 13 kg per m² every 10mm depth (saturated) 

 Biodiverse-substrate: 16-16.5 kg per m² (taken as 16.5kg) every 10mm depth (saturated) 

 Sedum-mat: 33kg per m² (saturated) –20mm field mix – (28kg + 5kg added for extra growth). 

 Meadow-turf: 36kg m² (saturated) – 20mm field mix – (26kg + 10kg added for extra growth). 

 Plug Plants: 10-15kg per m². 

 Biodiverse roof vegetation: taken as 10 kg per m² - account for a climax community. 

 Pebble margin: addition of 16kg per m² in areas of coverage (standard 300mm wide). 

 Roofscape habitat furniture (lying timber, shelter stones etc.): variable. 
 

So in terms of how a specification may affect weight loading values: 
100mm Sedum-roof = 136 kg per m² 
100mm Meadow-roof = 147 kg per m² 
100mm Biodiverse-roof = 182 kg per m² (can vary depending upon substrate specification & habitat furniture) 
 
In reality an Extensive Sedum-roof would usually be specified with a depth of 50-90mm, an Extensive Meadow-roof 
with a depth of 110-150mm and an Extensive Biodiverse-roof with a depth of 80-150mm. 
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4.2. Roof Pitch 

 
It is possible to plant roofs from flat to 50-60° pitch. Ideally roof pitch should be between 2-8° allowing good 
drainage but at the same time not requiring any special measures to prevent slippage of the system and not slowing 
establishment of the planting strategy. Roof pitch installations over 8° require slip or thrust battens to hold the 
system in place installed every 3-4m underneath the waterproofing in a brick bond-type pattern, when over 15° 
every 2-3m and when over 25° every 1-2m. Conventionally over 20° other erosion prevention measures need to be 
considered in the form of interlocking substrate retention grids pinned together and held flush against the slip 
battens. At slopes of over 30° teethed, shear battens should be incorporated (usually manufactured from 
aluminium) to provide extra erosion resistance, with paving slabs implemented instead of pebble or crushed brick 
margins for vegetation and fire breaks. When installing on approximately 25°+, supplemental irrigation must be 
taken into account, usually in the form of a pressure compensated drip-line system (leaky-pipe irrigation). In terms of 
vegetative application Plug, Hydroplanting and Seeding methods would not be utilised over a 20° pitch, Sedum-mat 
being the favourite choice for steeper pitches. It must be noted that Greenroofs are best not installed on roofs with 
areas of negative pitch. Below is a table simplifying these explained factors: 
 
Table 2: Roof Pitch – Measures and Application 
 

Roof pitch 
(degrees) 

Erosion control measures Supplemental irrigation Vegetative application 

<8° None No (unless high exposure 
or lower than required 
substrate depth for plant 
specification). 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Plug-plants, Hydroplant, 
Seed, Modular. 

8-15° Slip battens 3-4m No (unless high exposure 
or lower than required 
substrate depth for plant 
specification). 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Plug-plants, Hydroplant, 
Seed, Modular. 

15-20° Slip battens 2-3m No (unless high exposure 
or lower than required 
substrate depth for plant 
specification). 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Plug-plants, Hydroplant, 
Seed, Modular. 

20-25° Slip battens 2-3m No (unless high exposure 
or lower than required 
substrate depth for plant 
specification). 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Modular. 

25-30° Slip battens 1-2m, 
Interlocking substrate 
grids 

Yes (pressure compensated 
drip-line system) 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Modular. 

30-40° Slip battens 1-2m, 
Interlocking substrate 
grids, Shear battens 

Yes (pressure compensated 
drip-line system). 

Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, 
Modular. 

40-50° Slip battens 1-2m, 
Interlocking substrate 
grids, Shear battens 

Yes (pressure compensated 
drip-line system). 

Sedum-mat, Modular. 

50-60° Slip battens 1-2m, 
Interlocking substrate 
grids, Shear battens. 
Other special measures 
may be needed. 

Yes (pressure compensated 
drip-line system). 

Sedum-mat, Modular. 
Specially prepared modular 
grids may be applicable. 
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Plate 5: Slip batten with interlocking substrate grids.          Plate 6: Pressure compensated drip line under Sedum-mat.  
 

 
Plate 7: For projects of extreme pitch special measures may be required. Smailholm tower in Scotland (above) is an 
unusual and challenging case, a Historic Scotland property which has a roof pitch of over 50°. The vaulted ceiling was 
suffering damage due to moisture seeping through the old stonework exacerbated by the height of the building and 
exposed location. A combination of bentonite clay capping and pre-grown modular grids, cut to fit the curve of the 
roof were used to solve the problem. Locally occurring grass (festuca rubra), hardy succulent (native Sedum mix) and 
herbaceous species (Platago lanceolata, Achillea millefolium) were specified after previous trials over the previous 2 
years, on-site indicated the most effective local plant species to use for the purpose. A fine particle size/high organic 
matter substrate was employed in the pre-grown modules to promote dense root development and increase the 
chance of survival in such harsh roofscape conditions. It will be interesting to see how it stands the test of time 
(Installed by Blackdown Greenroofs, finalist in the 2012 roofing awards). 
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4.3. Geography & Aspect 
 
The location of a project is central in determining what plant species can survive and flourish on an extensive 
greenroof. First of all, specifically to Britain the amount of rainfall differs from east to west, the temperature from 
north to south and proximity to the coastline changes from place to place. For example, a system specification will 
differ for a highly exposed Greenroof on the Cornish coast than that for a sheltered, inland project in Leeds.  
 
Other than being directly in a maritime climate, altitude, height of the project and position in relation to the 
prevailing wind (usually SW in Britain) or local microclimate determines exposure, which has a large consequence in 
terms of substrate depth, plant specification, supplemental irrigation and erosion control measures. The aspect of 
the roofscape and the position of adjacent buildings (and trees) to the greenroof also play a large part in deciding 
how much substrate is required and plant species applicable. Certain plants are able to cope and flourish in partial-
shade, others requiring full sun. In areas that are subject to exposure, partial shade normally benefits by aiding 
moisture conservation. For greenroofs that are subject to high exposure together with full sun, the addition of extra 
substrate helps to store more water in the system (typically 10-30mm). On projects with purely heavy shade, special 
considerations must be taken into consideration with correct plant specification, increased application rate and 
relevant maintenance planning.  
 
Correct plant selection is paramount for providing a functionally effective and aesthetically desirable Greenroof in 
relation to location, exposure and aspect. For roofs with thrust battens maintenance requires a larger percentage of 
plant replacement due to dieback over areas with less substrate depth, especially in exposed sites. 
 

 
  Plate 8: Exposure is a major factor that needs to be taken into account. 
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4.4. Plant Specification, BREEAM & Application Method 
 
The type of planting required (or in the case of extensive Biodiverse-roofs – habitat) will determine the underlying 
system and structure of the roof. Some plants, such as Sedums and other hardy succulents are extremely robust with 
relatively simple requirements; others, including some herbaceous perennials and grasses need deeper, more 
complex growing substrates (including higher levels of organic matter) and more readily available water. A highly 
trained or suitably qualified Ecologist or Horticultural consultant is required to determine the plant specification 
relative to project specific requirements (especially with Biodiverse-roofs). Alternatively, information regarding 
suitable plant species can be found in other technical manuals within this series (see page 2).  
 

     
Plate 9: Sedum ‘Cape Blanco’. Sedums can vary in colour & habit.         Plate 10: Grass species need to be carefully selected. 
 

     
Plate 11: Dianthus deltoides, many herbaceous spp. are suitable.         Plate 12: Species can be chosen specifically for wildlife. 

 
A wide variety of vegetation types and species are applicable for incorporation into the planting pallete ranging in 
form, habit, colour and flowering characteristics. The aesthetic and functional requirement dictated by project 
drivers needs to be offset against what will work in a certain location and conditions. Substrate depth and water 
availability is a main factor for choosing suitable plant species, which is the point where specialist knowledge and the 
necessity for a Horticultural consultant becomes important. The ratios and proportions used must be designed to 
satisfy driver fulfilment whilst providing mutual compatibility between species. For this reason in design, species can 
be split up into groundcovers and accents in order to create differentiation for planting strategies. Hardy succulents 
and grasses are best used as the groundcover elements, where as certain succulents, grasses, herbaceous 
perennials, biennials, annuals and geophytes are utilised as accents. For designs with a low substrate depth, mosses 
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may establish and be compatible alongside Sedums and other succulents, although they should not be prevalent at 
the expense of other plants for aesthetic and functional reasons. Depending upon the complexity of the greenroof 
design and the requirement for guidance, a planting plan can be drawn up to be put forward at installation attached 
to the Practical Application Brief (PAb). In reality a planting plan will differ in complexity in relation to the planting 
strategy being put forward and method of application. If detailed design specification is required, plug planting is a 
good application method and may include a randomly mixed (for a more natural effect) or ordered planting strategy, 
or a combination between the two. Certain species may be selected not to be grown next to each other due to habit 
and vigour, taller species positioned to protect others from the prevailing wind and specific positioning for colour 
and pattern. This should all be detailed in a planting plan where applicable to provide the installers with correct 
design specification, increasing the success rate of the installation. Following is a very simple example of the form 
that this could take using a randomly mixed but ordered planting strategy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ROOFSCAPE PLANTING PLAN: 

             
Substrate Topography: 
Apply a similar type pattern (as pictured above) to the deeper substrate moundings in order to form two distinct areas (70-
100mm and 100-130mm). Smoothly contoured in wave form patterns, with deeper depth areas increasing in frequency 
towards the bottom of the slope. Shallow and Deeper areas must be applied at 50/50 to the roofscape. 
 
Shallow Areas: 
Randomly mix plug species, whilst making sure the dispersal of groundcovers to accents is consistent in all areas. 
Groundcover species: Sedums - acre, album, oreganum 
Accent species: Sedums - cauticola, ewersii, hybridum, kamtschaticum, spathuifolium, Delosperma cooperi, Allium 
schoenoprasum, Jovibarba allionii. 
Ratio: approx. 17 Groundcover to 8 Accents per m² 
 
Deeper Areas: 
Randomly mix and plant Sedum and herbaceous plugs, with certain species concentrated towards the centre of moundings.  
Groundcover species: Sedums - acre, forsterianum, oreganum, rupestre. 
Accent species: Achillea millefoilium, Achillea tomentosa, Allium schoenoprasum, Armeria maritima, Dianthus deltoides, 
Dianthus x hybrida, Elymus magellanicus, Festuca ovina ‘Glauca’, Origanum vulgare ‘Aureum’, Plantago lanceolata. 
Ratio: approx 12 Sedums to 5 herbaceous per m² 
Concentrate Origanum vulgare ‘Aureum’, Elyumus magellanicus, Festuca ovina ‘Glauca’ and Plantago lanceolata into the 
central areas of the moundings. Use grasses more densely towards the bottom of the slope (Elymus/Festuca). 
 

 

Slope: pitch 
12° - falling in 
the direction 
of the arrow  
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Where BREEAM is a concern to specification, a number of native or wildlife beneficial plant species will be required 
for installation, to either replace the species lost during construction or to replace them and enhance site ecology by 
adding an increased species number, the number of which is dependent on the suitably qualified Ecologists report. 
The major influences on planting specification within BREEAM (Land Use & Ecology 4 & 5) are detailed: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In terms of application method, criteria such as budget constraints, instant greening requirement, BREEAM  
stipulations and planting strategy determine whether Sedum-mat, Meadow-turf, Modular systems, Plug-planting,  
Hydroplanting, Dry-seeding or Plug-planting in combination with Seeding is utilised for installation.   

LE4: MITIGATING ECOLOGICAL IMPACT – 2 Credits available 

To minimise the impact of a building development on existing site ecology 
  
A Green-roof can achieve both credits in this section: 

1. One credit where the change in ecological value of the site is less than zero and equal to or greater than minus 9 plant 

species i.e. minimal change – Installation of Green-roof with designated number of plant species. 

2. Two credits where the change in ecological value of the site is equal to or greater than zero plant species – Installation 

of Green-roof with designated number of plant species. 

Design and Post Construction Stages: 
In order to achieve the desired credits a suitably qualified Ecologist must prepare evidence of Habitat Survey, BREEAM checklist, 
Ecology calculation and post construction inspection. 
*It must be noted that the contribution of species from Green-roofs can only be incorporated where a suitably qualified 
ecologist has been appointed. 

 

LE5: ENHANCING SITE ECOLOGY – 3 credits available. 

To recognise and encourage actions taken to maintain and enhance the ecological value of the site as a result of development. 
      
A Green-roof can achieve 2 credits if a suitably qualified Ecologist is employed and the first credit has been achieved already: 
Second Credit  

1. The recommendations of the Ecology report for enhancement and protection of site Ecology have been implemented, 

and the suitably qualified Ecologist confirms that this will result in an increase in Ecological value of the site of up to 

(but not including) 6 plant species - Installation of Green-roof with designated number of plant species. 

2. The increase in plant species has been calculated using Ecology Calculator 2, using actual species numbers – Ecologist. 

Third Credit 
1.  The recommendations of the Ecology report for enhancement and protection of site Ecology have been implemented, 

and the suitably qualified Ecologist confirms that this will result in an increase in Ecological value of the site of 6 plant 

species or greater - Installation of Green-roof with designated number of plant species. 

2. The increase in plant species has been calculated using Ecology Calculator 2, using actual species numbers – Ecologist. 

Design and Post Construction Stages: 
In order to achieve the desired credits a suitably qualified Ecologist must prepare evidence of the proposed site plan highlighting 
enhancement recommendations, a relevant specification requiring the main contractor to implement recommendations, a 
document displaying Checklist A6 (relating Ecology to BREEAM) and a completed copy of Ecology Calculator 2. The post 
construction stage requires a site inspection and photographic evidence confirming that the Ecologists recommendations have 
been implemented. In developments where the whole site has not been completed or planting must be delayed due to season, 
evidence must be provided within 18 months of completion. 
*It must be noted that only native flora and species with local wildlife benefit can be considered for the purpose of enhancing 
ecological value of the site. 
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Below is a table that describes the ins and outs of the range of different application methods possible.  
 
Table 3: Application Method Properties. 
 

Application method 
 

Description Advantages Disadvantages 

Meadow-turf Typically 20-25mm thick 
Meadow-turf, based on 
scrim-netting including 
various grasses and 
wildflowers.  

Instant greening, Pitched applications 
over 20°. Relatively high species number. 
Can be custom grown to requirements. 
Easy to install. 

Requires at least 100mm substrate depth, not 
including turf layer (cost implications). High 
exposure may cause damage. Unless pre-
grown species number and aesthetic aspects 
remain rigid. Expensive. 

Sedum-mat 20-25mm thick Sedum-turf 
based on coir or wool mat, 
typically with 3-20 species. 

Instant greening. Highly pitched and 
exposed applications. Low substrate 
depth tolerance (cost implications). 
Coastal applications, Easy to install. 

Low species number. Unless pre-grown 
aesthetic aspects and species number remain 
rigid. Expensive. 

Sedum-wildflower mat 20-25mm thick Sedum-turf 
with specially selected 
Wildflower species. 

Instant greening. Pitched and exposed 
applications. Low substrate depth 
required. Increased species numbers. 
Coastal applications. Easy to install. 

Unless pre-grown aesthetic aspects and 
species number remain rigid. Expensive. 

Sedum-meadow turf Typically 20-25mm thick 
turf with Sedums, grasses 
and wildflowers. 

Instant greening. Pitched and exposed 
applications. Can be custom grown to 
exact requirements. More drought 
tolerant than Meadow-turf. High species 
numbers. Coastal applications. Easy to 
install. 

Requires at least 90mm substrate depth (not 
including turf). High exposure may cause 
damage. Unless pre-grown species number 
and aesthetic aspects remain rigid. Expensive. 

Modular Pre-grown modules 
(typically plastic), each 
consisting of vegetation, 
substrate & the means to 
facilitate drainage. 

Modules can be pre-grown to 
accommodate planting strategy. Repair 
of any damage to underlying structure is 
easier and cheaper. Easy to install. 

Quality of modular systems available vary. 
Typically plastic edges reduce aesthetics and 
ecosystem benefit. Increased use of plastic is 
environmentally unsound. Hard to install 
around edges where curves are present. 
Expensive.  

Plug-planting 
 

Individual young plants, 
approx. 20-50cc rootball 
size. 

Allows for bespoke planting strategies. 
Exact species can be selected, species 
number can be chosen. Cheaper than 
instant greening measures. Number of 
plugs per m² can be customised to 
increase coverage and improve 
establishment. 

More difficult to install than instant greening 
measures. Application not over 20° pitch. 
Plant layer may take up to 2 growing seasons 
to establish cover. Extra maintenance 
required during establishment. 

Dry-seeding Seed-blend applied with or 
without carrier. 

Provides an economical option to fulfil 
budget constraints (cheapest option). 
Allows for bespoke planting strategies, 
Good for large-scale projects. 

Establishment rate and coverage is 
inconsistent & unpredictable. Plant layer may 
take up to 2 growing seasons to establish 
cover. Extra maintenance required during 
establishment, Application not past 20°. 

Hydroplanting 
 

Sedum cuttings with mulch 
(tackifier, paper, organic 
matter, water) 

Provides an economical option to fulfil 
budget constraints. Provides the same 
finish as Sedum-matting. Good for large-
scale projects. 

Low species number. Unless pre-grown 
aesthetic aspects and species number remain 
rigid. Plant layer may take up to 2 growing 
seasons to establish cover. Extra 
maintenance required during establishment, 
Application not past 20°. 

Plug & Dry-seed Individual young plants 
together with hand 
applied, pre-defined Seed-
blend. 

Allows for bespoke planting strategies. 
Exact species can be selected, species 
number can be chosen. Cheaper than 
Meadow-turf. Design can be modified to 
accommodate budget constraints. 
Number of plugs per m² and quantity can 
be customised to increase coverage and 
improve establishment. 

High difficulty to install. Application not over 
20° pitch. Plant layer may take up to 2 
growing seasons to establish cover. 
Establishment rate and coverage is 
unpredictable. Extra maintenance required 
during establishment. 

Plug & Hydroplant Individual young plants 
with pre-defined Seed-
blend and/or Sedum 
cuttings in combination 
with mulch (tackifier, 
paper, organic matter, 
water) . 

Allows for bespoke planting strategies. 
Exact species can be selected, species 
number can be chosen. Cheaper than 
Meadow-turf. Design can be modified to 
accommodate budget constraints. 
Number of plugs per m² and quantity of 
seed can be customised to increase 
coverage and improve establishment. 
Mulch inclusion allows for better 
establishment. The best method for 
installing Biodiverse-roofs. 

Difficult to install. Application not past 20°. 
Plant layer may take up to 2 growing seasons 
to establish cover. Extra maintenance 
required during establishment. 
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4.5. Accessories: Containment & Vegetation Breaks  
 
Edge details should be designed so that they are deep enough to contain the specified planted system and facilitate 
good drainage. The depth of the system depends on the type of planting strategy employed, ranging from 50-
150mm in substrate depth, the containment should allow for plant height as well. There are many different 
materials that can be used for edge containment detailing although, stainless steel, aluminium or timber would be 
the usual choices. It is very important that edge detailing is correctly designed, specified and installed or otherwise 
water will not be able to escape from the roof properly leading to waterlogged conditions, substrate acidification 
and subsequent death of the plant layer (moss is a good indicator of water damage).  

 

 
  Plate 13: Containment with drainage outlets and thin pebble margin visible. 

 
Vegetation breaks are used to provide a margin around the roof perimeter (framing the Greenroof), rooflights and 
penetration details such as vents or other outlets. On large-scale projects fire-breaks are included to prevent the 
spread of fire in the event of such an occurrence. Vegetation or fire breaks would normally be composed of pebbles 
20-40mm in size, although many materials are available, for example crushed brick, slate or chippings. It is 
recommended that vegetation breaks be 100-300mm in width and there are special methods that can be used to 
install them (edging irons), saving time and increasing aesthetic value. Other accessories could include upstand 
protection fleece, gravel stops, supplemental irrigation, substrate retention grids and habitat furniture amongst 
others elements, and in general will be project specific. 
 

 
Plate 14: Cobble or pebble margins 20-40mm provide a nice finish, framing the roof perimeter, rooflights and penetrations. They 
are important around low rooflights when on a pitch to prevent water flowing from plant growth extending to the level of the 
rooflight when raining. Also very useful in areas of dry-shade, such as under roof overhangs to prevent an unsightly plant layer. 
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4.6. Water Runoff & Drainage 
 
As previously mentioned, drainage must not be impeded to prevent pooling of water on the roofscape otherwise 
system failure may occur bringing with it costly remedial works to correct the problem. Edge details can include 
perforations or could be loose laid with spacers raising them slightly to allow drainage into an external gutter, or 
water could drain to an internal gutter or gully with rainwater outlets through the roof deck or at the gable ends. 
There should be no water runoff directly onto the green roof from above otherwise negative effects to the plant 
layer will occur, resulting in aesthetic degradation. If installing on a negative pitch pooling will occur and cause 
ornamental inconsistency in the plant layer, and therefore should be avoided. Although, it must be noted that for 
some Biodiverse-roof projects, areas that are wetter may be of benefit to wildlife when specifically specified.  
 

 
Plate 15: Gravel stops should be employed for adequate drainage through outlets where required.  

 

 
Plate 16: CAD drawings should be made available for planning edge details and effective drainage (Above: warm roof build-up). 

 
4.7. Roof Build-up & Access for Maintenance 
 
Generally greenroof systems are built-up on a warm roof or inverted roof system. A warm roof is one in which the 
primary thermal insulation is placed above the roof deck and under the waterproofing. The structural deck is 
therefore on the warm side of the roof and is less vulnerable to condensation in winter. An inverted roof system is a 
type of warm roof but with the insulation placed above the waterproofing. Since it is usually loose laid, the insulation 
needs ballasting, the green roof build-up provides the ballast. It must be crucially noted that on greenroofs without 
suitable edge protection, a fall arrest/prevention system to which a harness and lanyard can be attached (mansafe) 
must be specified and installed to provide full coverage for maintenance procedures in order to ensure effective long 
term performance of the planted element and safety of the operatives/technicians responsible. If not properly 
specified, post-installation will be costly. 

Growing Medium Pebble Margin 

Moisture Control Layer 

Edge Detail: eaves 
drainage trim 

Insulation 

Waterproofing 
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5. Secondary Consultation for System Conceptualisation 
 
After the project drivers have been ascertained from the initial consultation (c1) and all the design issues have been 
rigorously considered it is time to format a system concept for full specification. In order to assess all the design 
considerations correctly it is important to have studied any relevant drawings (normally supplied by the architect), 
made a site visit or scrutinised over any relevant photographs and received a full verbal description of site conditions 
(a site visit is preferable to determine location specific variables in person). 
 
As can be seen in the below diagram, once a system concept has been formed, this should be expressed to the client 
by means of a system information sheet (SIFS) and relevant product data sheets (PDS) covering all major 
components. A budget quote should also be included and all the information presented to the client during the 
secondary consultation (c2). If the system is not what the client requires then an explanation should be sort and a 
new system concept formulated. 
 
Figure 5: System-Concept  
Model - for use to visualise  
The Secondary Consultation 
Process (c2). 
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Repeat 
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necessary to 
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SYSTEM 
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5.1. System Information Sheet (SIFS) 
 
A SIFS document should outline all the basic fundamentals of a system-type together with photographic references, 
providing the client with an overall system profile. Example as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Company name Sedum-Mat for instant greening 

 
 

DESCRIPTION 
 

The Company name Sedum-Mat system after installation forms a dense flower carpet during summer months in shades of 
white, pink, red and yellow and provides an evergreen element during winter, with foliage green turning red. Instant greening is 
provided for projects where aesthetic aspects are crucial and is applicable to installations where high roof pitch or levels of 
exposure may cause problems. The system is composed of hardy succulents, more specifically an average of 6-9 different Sedum 
species. Sedums are selected for their ability to withstand the exposed roof-top environment, self-generate and provide 
aesthetic merit. They are characterised by Crassulacean Acid Metabolism (CAM), improving drought tolerance and making them 
very applicable to lightweight extensive green-roofing. 
 
Company name Sedum-Mat:  a quality, pre-cultivated Sedum blanket composed of a biodegradable base layer, a specially 
formulated soil layer tuned to facilitate optimal root architecture. Sedum-Mat achieves a minimum of 90% coverage on 
installation. 
 
Company name Extensive Mineral Growing Medium: is a specialist mineral based growing medium consisting of volcanic lava 
rock, natural pumice, expanded clay, crushed brick and green compost.  Blended to provide a varied gradation (variation in 
particle size) and rough surface characteristic that allows reduced erosion on sloped applications. The substrate provides a high 
total pore volume to provide optimal air to water ratio, with good macro and micro-nutrient composition and retentive 
properties for outstanding plant growth and vigour over time. 
 
Company name Combined Moisture Control Layer: a composite protection, drainage and retention layer. Composed of a core 
recycled plastic drainage board, a thermally bonded geotextile protection/retention layer and thermally bonded geotextile filter 
layer to prevent blockage by growing medium. It provides an effective protection to the waterproofed layer, whilst ensuring that 
moisture is both retained to sustain plants during times of drought and drained to avoid water logging of the growing medium. 
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The size of the document is usually governed by the need to be concise yet informative, for instance, it can be 
increased by adding extra case studies, photographs, installation and maintenance information. In this example only 
basic information and one case study have been included, although in practice it may be more applicable to include 
2-8 case studies using smaller photographs. Headers and footers should be used to full effect  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next we shall consider product data sheets which can be used in combination with SIFS for the complete picture. 

APPLICATIONS 
 
Company name Sedum-Mat will tolerate most conditions except those that are waterlogged or heavily shaded. It is an easy to 
install system and once established requires minimal maintenance and no irrigation unless at steep pitch. The Company name 
Sedum-Mat system provides Instant greening and is well suited to neat, highly visible projects, those with high exposure levels, 
light load requirements and those with a steep roof pitchand erosion prevention measures. Company name Sedum-Mat 
systems can be installed on both new builds and refurbs above most waterproofing from single ply to aluminium standing 
seam. With lead time, a custom grown Company name Sedum-Mat can be produced to specification. 
 

CASE STUDY 
 

 
 

 
 
For more information please contact Company name: enquiries@companyname.co.uk. 

Project: West Ham Bus Garage 
Location: London 
Size: 1982m² 
Installed: 2008  
NFRC Greenroof of the year 2011.  
 
Lightweight Extensive Sedum-roof 
installed on 2 barrel vault, standing-
seam aluminium roofs, at a 
maximum of 28-31° pitch at the 
eaves.  
 
Example Project by installed 
Blackdown Greenroofs 

 

Company name Sedum-Mat 
during field cultivation. It includes 
4-20 randomly sown species, 5 of 
which are native or naturalised in 
the Britain. On average 3-9 
species can be found per m². It is 
expected to last the lifetime of 
the building and requires annual 
maintenance. Composed by a 
biodegradable base layer and 
20mm of cultivation medium 
below the plant layer, it is laid 
directly onto the applied 
greenroof substrate for instant 
greening. 
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5.2. Product Data Sheets (PDS) 
 
A product data sheet can be formatted in various ways to portray necessary technical data.  Provided as follows, is 
an example for a greenroof substrate relevant to extensive Sedum-roofs. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRODUCT DATA SHEET: COMPANY NAME EXTENSIVE MINERAL GROWING MEDIUM/SUBSTRATE 

 

Description: A specialist mineral based growing medium consisting of lava rock, natural pumice, expanded clay, 
crushed brick, green compost and xylith.  Blended to provide a varied gradation (variation in particle size) 
and rough surface characteristic that allows reduced erosion on sloped applications. The substrate 
provides a high total pore volume to provide optimal air to water ratio, with good macro/micro-nutrient 
composition and retentive properties for outstanding plant growth and vigour over time. 

 

Technical 
Characteristics: 

The main filler is a combination of various mineral components, consisting of lava rock, natural pumice, 
expanded-crushed clay and crushed brick. The porous characteristics, especially of the pumice but also 
lava rock and expanded clay allows for a good water holding capacity by high permeability to high air 
volume ratio, beneficial to forming robust structure and supplying moisture to the roots. High 
micronutrient content can be found contained in the inorganic components, conveying important long 
term system benefits to the plant community. Over time micronutrients become less available to plant 
species and if bound up in root or shoot biomass, or in organic matter present in the media, this will 
eventually limit vegetative growth and proliferation.   
      The organic matter elements included in this blend are green compost and xylith. The green 
compost, composed of composted bark and wood chip is balanced to provide a neutral pH beneficial to 
a wide range of different plant species, especially those that would be utilised in extensive greenroof 
applications. The green compost allows macronutrients to become available during establishment and 
subsequent growth, forming a good symbiosis with xylith. Xylith otherwise known as xylitol is non-
carbonised wood and plant material with high levels of lignin still present. It employed in the 
horticultural industry, an alternative to peat, mainly for its good structural stability and low breakdown 
rate (despite a high C/N ratio). Xylith elongates nutrient availability by breaking down slowly in 
comparison to other organic matter types. It releases nutrients over a longer time and also acts to 
detain the passage of nutrients released by the green compost allowing them for uptake by plants over a 
longer period of time. 
      The engineered grading curve (variation in particle size) and rough grain structure allows for 
increased structural stability. In combination with enhanced water holding capacity, this product is 
eminently suitable for exposed locations and sloped project applications. Fines present are prevented 
from migrating downwards towards the moisture control layer, a detrimental effect commonly found in 
other substrates which can lead to poor drainage function and increased pH, detrimental to the 
vegetative layer and linked to a reduction in plant vigour and increasing prevalence of mosses. 

 

Composition 
Properties of Company name Extensive Mineral Substrate in comparison to requirements set by the GRO Green Roof Code of 
Best Practice for the UK guidelines and FLL - German Landscape Research, Development and Construction Society, guidelines. 

 
Properties Extensive Mineral Substrate Requirements in accordance with GRO/FLL 
Particle size: 
-particle size less 0,063mm 
-particle size 2-20mm 

 
6-10% (by mass) 

50-60% (by mass) 

 
≤ 15% (by mass) 

30-60% (by mass) 

Maximum water holding capacity 35-45% (by volume) ≥ 45% (by volume) 

Water permeability mod. K 0.01 – 0.1 cm/s ≥ 0.001 cm/s 

pH value 6.5 - 7.5 6 - 8.5 

Salt content 0.4 – 0.7 g/l ≤ 2.5 g/l 

Carbon content 5.0 g/l ≤ 25 g/l 

Organic matter 5-6% (by mass) 3-8% (by mass) 

C /N ratio 20 ≤ 60 
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Other relevant technical datum and information (e.g. diagrams or photos) can also be included, dependent on the 
exact product, information provided by the source supplier and document size requirement. For a greenroof 
substrate this could include chemical composition, any standards met, general information and product photo. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*It must be noted that product data information may be required by the client for future maintenance procedures, 
so a PDS on all major components should be forwarded after confirmation of system-type for implementation. 

Company name Extensive Mineral Substrate is a natural product (igneous with organic aggregates) consisting of pyroxene, 
olivine, magnetite, limonite, biotite and organic mass. Chemical composition as below: 
 

Component Share (%) * Component Share (%) * 

Silica  47.00 Iron 8.00 

Alluminium 14.00 Lime 8.90 

Magnesium oxide 10.30 Sodium 8.90 

Potash 4.50 Titanium 1.70 

Manganese 0.80 Phosphorous 0.70 

* Avg. price information 
 

Company name Extensive Mineral Substrate is quality backed by RAL-GZ 253. 
 

Supply: 25kg sacks, 1 tonne bags or by Silo tanker. 

Safety Data: In the condition sold the product does not present a hazard to health. The products are not required to carry 
a hazard label under the chemicals (Hazard information and packaging for supply) Regulations 1994 (CHIP 2). Eye 
protection to B.S. EN 166 should be worn. When products are mechanically crushed, respirable dust will be produced 
which can contain silica (quartz). Engineering control measures should be employed to keep airborne dust to a minimum. 
If adequate local exhaust ventilation equipment is not provided, dust masks, or their equivalent, to type FFP2 should be 
worn. 

Fire: There are no direct risks of fire or explosion from this product. 

Off-Loading: Ensure that the lifting equipment is suitable and will carry the weight. 

First Aid: Where particles enter the eye, irrigate well with copious amounts of clean water. Seek medical attention if 
necessary. Inhalation of dust, remove to fresh air and seek medical attention, if necessary 

Disposal: Waste is easy to handle, non-toxic and inert. However, storage and disposal should be carried out in accordance 
with section 34 of the Environmental Protection Act: Waste Management – The Duty of Care. 

 

 
 

For any other information relating to greenroof products please contact Company name: enquiries@companyname.co.uk. 
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6. Writing a Specification (NBS Format) 

 
Plate 17: All aspects of design must be considered when writing an NBS format specification. It is recommended to attain a copy 
of the NBS guidelines for the relevant clause, in this case Q37. 
 
After ascertaining project drivers and then considering all the possible design variables it is then time to detail the 
specification in a standard format (a budget quotation may be stated to the client at this point to confirm that a 
detailed specification input is applicable). NBS stands for National Building Specifications, is owned by RIBA (Royal 
Institute of British Architects) and is used by 97/100 of the top architectural practices in the UK. NBS format relates 
to information linked to a set of specific, standardised clauses used to describe materials, standards and 
workmanship of a construction project. The specification generally forms part of the tender package which also 
includes architectural drawings for a contractor to price and then forms part of the contract documentation for 
installation of products and construction of the building. The benefits of using NBS format can be outlined by the 
following quote: 
 
‘Specification is an essential part of the design process. A badly written specification can cause major problems for 
every member of the project team and can cost the client a great deal of money. A well written specification can 

enhance delivery and save money.’ (theNBS.com, 2012) 
 
The NBS format document relevant to Green-roofing is the Q37. Throughout this section the basic components of 
system, product and installation specification shall be dissected for a conventional Sedum-roof with a roof pitch of 8-
15°. Following in section 7 is a best practice example Q37 document for examination (relevant to a conventional 
Sedum-roof). It must be stated that reference to NBS guidelines is beneficial when constructing a specification. 

 

http://www.thenbs.com/
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6.1. System Specification (Q37) 
 
After taking into account the project drivers, client desires and all design considerations as previously detailed, the 
NBS format system specification needs to be drawn up, enabling the architect or specifier to understand the build-up 
in a conventional format. The first part of the Q37 document ‘GENERAL INFORMATION/REQUIREMENTS’ details the 
system specification for installation and supply. Below is a system specification for an Extensive Sedum-roof. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Taking apart the system specification; the Q37/130 title is used for describing the system type and the main 
function. Possible variations could include: 
 

 EXTENSIVE SEDUM GREEN ROOF FOR SPECIES DIVERSITY (Plug-planted) 

 EXTENSIVE SEDUM GREEN ROOF FOR COST SAVINGS (Hydroplanted) 

 EXTENSIVE MEADOW GREEN ROOF FOR INSTANT GREENING (Meadow-turf) 

 EXTENSIVE MEADOW GREENROOF FOR SPECIES DIVERSITY (Plug & Seed) 

 EXTENSIVE BIODIVERSE BROWN ROOF FOR BROWNFIELD HABITAT CREATION (Dry-seed) 

 EXTENSIVE BIODIVERSE GREEN ROOF FOR HABITAT CREATION (Plug and Hydroplant) 
 

Another initial aspect of concern other than the products detailed is ‘Slope’ (roof pitch), which will affect the 
vegetation and type of accessories used in the build-up. The products detailed; Moisture Control/Protection Layers, 
Growing Medium, Vegetation and Accessories then describe the products being used in the build-up which forms a 
cohesive system specification. Reference is made after each product, for example: 
 

 - Growing Medium: Extensive Mineral Substrate (Q37/390). 
 

This relates to the reference code so that it can be compared in the ‘Products’ section, which we will attend to soon 
after ‘PERFORMANCE’ of the system.  
 

GENERAL INFORMATION / REQUIREMENTS 
 
Q37/130: EXTENSIVE SEDUM GREEN ROOF FOR INSTANT GREENING 
- Roof type: Project specific 

- Substrate: Project specific 

- Slope: 8-15 
- Waterproofing: Project specific – root resistant – by others 
- Thermal insulation: Project specific – by others. 
- Moisture control/protection layers: Combined (Q37/355). 
            - Company Name Composite Protection/Water Retention/Drainage layer. 
- Growing Medium: Company Name Extensive Mineral Substrate (Q37/390). 

- Depth: 50mm settled depth (allow for 20% settlement post installation). 
- Vegetation: Company Name Sedum-Mat, 20mm thick pre-grown Sedum blanket, 90-95% minimum coverage 
on installation (Q37/400). 
- Accessories:  

 - Slip prevention: Thrust battens – by others – every 3-4m. 
 - Upstand protection layer: Company Name UPF2 (REF. 001). 

 - Edge retaining profile: Company Name Edge Detail 115 (Q37/420). 
 - Borders: Company Name Riverstone Pebbles 20-40mm(Q37/440). 
 - Gravel stop: Project specific 
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After the initial system description (GENERAL INFORMATION) a division on performance follows with 2 subdivisions 
detailing ‘GENERAL DESIGN’ and ‘CHARACTERISTIC ROOF LOADS’. Q37/120 ‘GENERAL DESIGN’ example represents 
best practice referring to UK guidelines and offer of guarantee (this could be by the installer or an associated 
specialist management/maintenance company). The description of the Sedum blanket is consigned to an optimal 
quality product with good species variety and irrigation information is also considered to be best practice. 
 
Q37/210 ‘CHARACTERISTIC ROOF LOADS’ should be completed by a structural engineer (or information derived from 
one). The initial system specification allows the weight loadings to be inserted for the greenroof system and 
vegetation layer as a separate component. The greenroof supplier should fill in the information that they are able to 
provide and consult with the architect/engineer to determine the other inputs. 
 
 

 
 
 

PERFORMANCE 
 
Q37/210 GENERAL DESIGN 

- Green roof and associated features: Complete the detailed design – in accordance with GRO Green Roof 
Code of Best Practice for the UK 2011. 

- Proposals: Submit drawings, technical information, calculations and manufacturers literature.   
- Performance criteria: As per design requirements – Single point guarantee of green roof performance 

offered in conjunction with a Company Name maintenance or maintenance/habitat management 
package. Plant species to include 4-20 Sedum species randomly sown over the Sedum blanket, 
including up to 5 native/naturalised species to the UK. Irrigation is required during establishment, 
although this may take in to account season of installation and climatic variables 

 

Q37/210 CHARACTERISTIC ROOF LOADS 
- Dead loads: 

- Roof structure, screed and waterproofing: _______. 
- Green roof layers: 1.00kN per m² (saturated- vegetation inclusive). 

- Imposed roof loads: 
- Activity: _______. 
- Vegetation: Company Name Sedum-Mat - 0.33kN per m² (saturated). 
- Allowance for additional loads during construction: _______. 

- Service loads: _______. 
- Long term dynamic wind loads: ________. 
- Snow loads: ________. 
- Other loads: ________. 
- Requirement: Restrict site activities to ensure that design loads are not exceeded, or submit 
  proposals for temporary supports. 
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6.2. Product Specification (Q37) 
 
Each product listed in the system specification that relates to an NBS code (See NBS software/guidelines for further 
information) is then detailed in the ‘PRODUCTS’ section, which aims to tell the client more about the products being 
utilised in the greenroof installation, including product information and product data. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moisture control layers vary, but in this example which is for a composite product (industry standard), the product is 
first described then broken down into its separate components. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
For the growing medium all the components are also listed together with the depth to be applied, pH (to ascertain 
that it fulfils guideline requirements) and any additives such as fertilisers to be used in the installation, when 
applying the substrate. Other additives could include Mycorrhiza inoculums, hydrophilic gels, foam flakes and 
Biostimulants to name a few. 
 

PRODUCTS 
 
Q37/355: COMBINED MOISTURE CONTROL / PROTECTION LAYERS to Extensive Roof 

- Supplier: Company Name. 
- Product Reference: Composite Protection/Retention/Drainage layer. 

- Material: Composite single piece protection, drainage and water retention layer consisting of 
300g/m² UV resistant non-woven geotextile base factory laminated to a 20mm deep cuspated and 
perforated recycled HDPE core manufactured and factory laminated UV stabilised non-woven 
polypropylene filter fleece upper layer (as below). 
- Depth: Allow 25mm. 

 
- Protection/retention mat: Protection/water retention fleece.           

- Material: high performance thermally bonded non woven UV-stabilised polypropylene geotextile 
fleece. 
- Thickness: 2.3mm 
- Mass: 300 g/m² 

- Drainage core: 20mm drainage/reservoir board. 
- Material: cuspated and perforated recycled HDPE core. 
- Depth: 20mm 

- Filter membrane: Geotextile filter fleece. 
- Material: high performance thermally bonded non woven UV-stabilised polypropylene geotextile 
fleece. 
- Thickness: 1.1mm 
 - Mass: 110 g/m² 

 
 

Q37/390 EXTENSIVE GROWING MEDIUM to Extensive Roof 
           - Manufacturer: Company Name. 
           - Product reference: Company Name Extensive Mineral Substrate. 

- Material: Volcanic lava rock, natural pumice, expanded clay, crushed brick and green compost. 
- Depth: 50mm settled depth (allow for 20% settlement post installation).  
- Ameliorant/conditioner: Sedum slow release nutrient regime. 
- Coverage: Not required 
- Declaration of analysis: Submit 
- Parameters: pH value - 6.5-7.5 
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Q37/400 ‘VEGETATION BLANKET to Extensive Roof’ refers to the planting application, in this case Sedum-mat.  

 Plug planting would include; no. of species, plant mix name, density of plants, rootball size and vegetative cover.  

 Hydroplanting; description, no. of species, quantity of cuttings applied, mulch composition and vegetative cover.  

 Seed application; seed blend name, number of species, quantity of seed applied and vegetative cover. 
 

 
As NBS guidelines only account for a certain amount of information, it is a good idea to sometimes create a separate 
reference system, referring to information detailed at the end of the specification document to provide the client 
with more information about the products being used. For instance: 
 
Q37/400 VEGETATION AS YOUNG PLUG PLANTS to Extensive Roof 
 - Manufacturer: Company Name. 
 - Product reference: Hardy Succulent plug plant mix. 

       - Planting mix: 18 species Hardy Succulent plug plant mix (REF. 002). 
 - Plug plants:  

        - Density: 20-30 per m2.  
               - Rootball size: 25cc. 
               - Vegetation cover: approx. 5% on installation, 50-90% after 9-12 months. 

 
(At the end of the specification document – after ‘Completion’ section) 
REF 002: 18 species Hardy Succulent plug plant mix  

  
1. Hylotelephium cauticolum ‘Lidakense’ 

2. Hylotelephium cauticolum ‘Robustum’ 

3. Hylotelephium telephium x telephoides ‘Stewed Rhubarb’ 

4. Jovibarba allionii 

5. Saxifraga aizoon 

6. Sedum acre 

7. Sedum acre ‘Aureum’ 

8. Sedum aizoon 

9. Sedum album subsp. teretifolium 

10. Sedum album ‘Coral Carpet’ 

11. Sedum hybridum ‘Immergrunchen’ 

12. Sedum kamtschaticum 

13. Sedum kamtschaticum ‘Weihenstephaner Gold’ 

14. Sedum montanum ‘Orientale’ 

15. Sedum oreganum 

16. Sedum spathuifolium ‘Purpureum’ 

17. Sedum spurium ‘Album Superbum’ 

18. Sedum spurium ‘Fuldaglut’ 
 

Q37/400 VEGETATION BLANKET to Extensive Roof 
 - Manufacturer: Company Name. 
 - Product reference: Sedum-mat 

       - Planting mix: 4-20 Sedum species, up to 5 of which are native or naturalised to the UK (REF. 002). 
   - Thickness: 20mm.  

     - Vegetation coverage: 90-95% minimum. 
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All items included in the accessories section need to be listed as well, in relation to the detailed Sedum-roof system 
specification previously described: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For products not included in the NBS guidelines, in this instance: 
- Upstand protection layer: Company name UPF2 (REF. 001). 
 
A separate reference number needs to be stated and a description must be included at the end of the specification 
document, as with the ‘Hardy Succulent Plug Plant Mix’ previously detailed. 
 

 
Plate 18: Product Specification as described in the overall System Specification: Composite Moisture Control Layer, Extensive  
Mineral Substrate and Sedum Blanket. 

Q37/420 EDGE RETAINING PROFILE to Extensive Roof 
 - Supplier: Company Name. 
 - Product reference: Edge Detail 115 
                          - Material: Aluminium 
                          - Height: 115mm 
 

Q37/440 VEGETATION BARRIER to Extensive Roof 
 - Supplier: Company Name. 
 - Type: Riverstone Pebbles 
                            - Size: 20-40mm. 
                            - Colour: Multiple colours – beige variations. 
 - Width: 300mm borders around perimeters and outlets. 
 - Depth: 50mm 
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6.3. Installation Specification (Q37) 
 
As with the ‘PRODUCTS’ section, the Installation section, or as it is termed ‘EXECUTION’ corresponds to codes found 
in NBS guidelines. Q37/710 ‘INSTALLATION GENERALLY’ and Q37/720 ‘ADVERSE WEATHER’ detailed below are 
standard descriptions, so do not need to be changed for varying System Specifications. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Procedures should be displayed in the correct order. Q37/770, REF/001 and Q37/790 below portray best practice 
guidelines for installation of Moisture Control Layer, Upstand Protection Fleece and Substrate elements including the 
depth with added settlement factor and description of grading bars used to achieve a level substrate depth. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXECUTION 
 
Q37/710 INSTALLATION GENERALLY 
- Preparation: Clear all surfaces of debris. 
 - Timing: After certification of waterproof membrane integrity. 
 - Surface condition: Visually inspect waterproof membrane, report any damage. 
- Faults in waterproof membrane: Report. 
- Contamination: Do not use materials detrimental to healthy plant growth. 
- Storage: Do not overload. 
 - Point loads: Avoid. 
- Outlets: Do not block 
 - Outlet grilles: Installed. 
 
Q37/720 ADVERSE WEATHER   
- Unfinished work: Secure from damage and wind uplift.   
- Conditions: Do not install or work with frozen materials. 

 

Q37/770 COMPOSITE PROTECTION / RETENTION / DRAINAGE LAYER INSTALLATION 
- Extent: Continuous over entire roof area. 
- Fitting: Loose laid. 
- Upstands: Fit closely around penetrations, outlets and thrust battens.  
 
REF/001 UPSTAND PROTECTION LAYER INSTALLATION 
- Joints: Minimise. 
- Overlaps (minimum): 100mm. 
- Upstands: Extend to top of growing medium.  
 
Q37/790 GROWING MEDIUM INSTALLATION 
- Handling: Minimise 
- Conditions: Handle in the driest condition possible. Do not handle or install when wet or frozen.                                                                                                      
- Layers:  
 - Depth (maximum): 60mm (including 20% settlement factor). 

- Sequence: Use grading bars to achieve the correct depth. Gently firm each layer before spreading the 
next. Apply pre-formulated nutrient regime according to planting plan and rake in. 
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Vegetation installation then follows, taking into account Handling, Application and any other relevant factors. Below 
I have included not only Sedum-mat installation details but also Plug-planting and Hydroplanting descriptions for 
comparison. The information included represents best practice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For further information please contact:  technical-araucana@gmx.com 
 
Last but not least we have the finishing touches to the installation process that include the edge details and pebble 
margins. It must be stated that these details may not be placed in correct order for installation (see PAb Chapter 9). 

Q37/800 VEGETATION BLANKET INSTALLATION 
 - Handling blankets: 
  - Timing: Lay within 36 hours of lifting from growing position. 
  - Excessive stacking: Not permitted. 
  - Material loss (maximum): 3% of total surface area. 
 - Growing medium condition: Thoroughly watered, subject to seasonal variation. 
 - Laying blankets: 
  - Dry, damaged, frosty or waterlogged blankets: Do not lay. 
  - Orientation: Diagonal or perpendicular to slope of roof. 
  - Joints: Stagger. Butt together or slightly overlap to prevent gaps. Do not stretch blankets. 
  - Edges: Finish with whole blankets. 
  - Consolidation: Firm as laying proceeds to ensure full contact with the growing medium. Do not use 

rollers. 
 - Dressing: Sedum vegetative material. 
  - Application: Brush in to fill joints. 

 

Q37/800 YOUNG PLUG PLANT VEGETATION INSTALLATION 
- Handling plugs: 
 - Excessive stacking: Not permitted. 

- Timing: Install 3-5 days after delivery, water regularly dependant on climatic variation. 
 - Condition: Thoroughly water before installation.  
 - Removal from trays: With care as not to cause material loss or damage. 
- Plug Planting: 
 - Spacing: Mark roof areas for plug planting by means of a scribe tool into m² plots. 
 -Scope: Plug numbers and species patterns per m² according to the planting plan. 

- Application: Plant plugs into the growing medium at the correct depth, so that the cultivation medium is 
completely covered. Make sure the vegetative material present in the plugs is visible and not covered by 
the growing medium. 

- Watering: Thoroughly, after plug planting, account for climatic variation and seasonality. 

 

Q37/800 HYDROPLANT VEGETATION LAYER INSTALLATION 
- Handling Sedum cuttings: 
 -Extent: Continuous over area to be planted. 

- Timing: Install Sedum cuttings 48 hours after delivery. 
- Application: 150g of Sedum cuttings per m² spread evenly by hand on to the growing medium surface 
taking into account local wind conditions. 

- Condition: Cuttings should exhibit fine root hairs on application and be free from disease.  
- Liquid Mulch:  
 - Extent: Continuous over pre-applied area 

mailto:technical-araucana@gmx.com
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Again, the included details represent best practice when installing a conventional Sedum-roof. 

 

 
Plate19: Greenroof after installation with Sedum-mat to best practice as described in the previously explained NBS format (Q37) 
specification document (photograph: Greenhill and Brinkroft School, Nottingham - Installed by Blackdown Greenroofs, 2005). 

 
The part of the Q37 not described (‘COMPLETION’) can be observed in the following Q37 document example and 
should be left unchanged for all system types unless exceptional circumstances are present. 

Q37/820 EDGE RETAINING PROFILE 
- Cutting: Neat, accurate and without spalling. 
 - Junctions: Vertical, secured using proprietary connectors. 
- Position: True to line and level. Smooth continuous lines. 

- Fixing: 5 or below loose laid, over 5 mechanically fastened. 
 
Q37/840 LAYING BORDER 
Condition of substrate: Clean. 
Gravel guards: Fit to outlets. 
Laying: 300mm borders around perimeters and outlets spread evenly. Do not pile to excessive heights. Use 
retention/separation bars to achieve a clean finishing line.   
Depth (minimum): 50mm 
Previously laid materials: Protect during the spreading of Riverstone Pebbles. Use retention/separation bars to 
eliminate spillage into the growing medium. 
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7. Example NBS Format Q37 Document  
 
 
To be read with Preliminaries / General conditions, the Company name project specific specification and 
recommendations. 
   
The details contained within this proposal are based on information available at the time of writing. 
Company name cannot be held responsible for unknown site conditions or for the performance of materials 
within the system other than Company name products or Company name branded products. 
 
A detailed method of work statement and programme of works should be agreed with Company name and 
the Contractor before the commencement of the works. The requirements of all relevant British Standards 
and Industry Codes of Practice should be complied with at all times.  

 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION / REQUIREMENTS 
 
Q37/130: EXTENSIVE SEDUM GREEN ROOF FOR INSTANT GREENING 
- Roof type: Project specific 

- Substrate: Project specific 

- Slope: 8-15 
- Waterproofing: Project specific – root resistant – by others 
- Thermal insulation: Project specific – by others. 
- Moisture control/protection layers: Combined (Q37/355). 
            - Company name Composite Protection/Water Retention/Drainage layer. 
- Growing Medium: Company name Extensive Mineral Substrate (Q37/390). 

- Depth: 50mm settled depth (allow for 20% settlement post installation). 
- Vegetation: Company name Sedum-mat 20mm thick pre-grown Sedum blanket, 90-95% minimum coverage on 
installation (Q37/400). 
- Accessories:  

 - Slip prevention: Thrust battens – by others – every 3-4m. 
 - Upstand protection: Company name UPF protection fleece (BHC REF. 001). 

 - Edge retaining profile: Company name Edge Detail 115 (Q37/420). 
 - Borders: Company name Riverstone Pebbles(Q37/440). 
 - Gravel stop: Project specific 
 
PERFORMANCE 
 
Q37/210 GENERAL DESIGN 

- Green roof and associated features: Complete the detailed design – in accordance with GRO Green Roof Code 
of Best Practice for the UK 2011. 

- Proposals: Submit drawings, technical information, calculations and manufacturers literature.   
- Performance criteria: As per design requirements – Single point guarantee of green roof performance offered 

in conjunction with a Company name maintenance or maintenance/habitat management package. Plant 
species to include 4-20 Sedum species randomly sown over the Sedum blanket, including up to 5 
native/naturalised species to the UK. Irrigation is required during establishment, although this may take in 
to account season of installation and climatic variables 
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Q37/210 CHARACTERISTIC ROOF LOADS 
- Dead loads: 

- Roof structure, screed and waterproofing: _______. 
- Green roof layers: 1.00kN per m² (saturated- vegetation inclusive). 

- Imposed roof loads: 
- Activity: _______. 
- Vegetation: Sedum-mat - 0.33kN per m² (saturated). 
- Allowance for additional loads during construction: _______. 

- Service loads: _______. 
- Long term dynamic wind loads: ________. 
- Snow loads: ________. 
- Other loads: ________. 
- Requirement: Restrict site activities to ensure that design loads are not exceeded, or submit 
  proposals for temporary supports. 
 
PRODUCTS 
 
Q37/355: COMBINED MOISTURE CONTROL / PROTECTION LAYERS to Extensive Roof 

- Supplier: Company name. 
- Product Reference: Composite Protection/Retention/Drainage layer. 

- Material: Composite single piece protection, drainage and water retention layer consisting of 300g/m² 
UV resistant non-woven geotextile base factory laminated to a 20mm deep cuspated and perforated 
recycled HDPE core manufactured and factory laminated UV stabilised non-woven polypropylene filter 
fleece upper layer (as below). 
- Depth: Allow 25mm. 

 
- Protection/retention mat: Protection/water retention fleece.           

- Material: high performance thermally bonded non woven UV-stabilised polypropylene geotextile fleece. 
- Thickness: 2.3mm 
- Mass: 300 g/m² 

- Drainage core: 20mm drainage/reservoir board. 
- Material: cuspated and perforated recycled HDPE core. 
- Depth: 20mm 

- Filter membrane: Geotextile filter fleece. 
- Material: high performance thermally bonded non woven UV-stabilised polypropylene geotextile fleece. 
- Thickness: 1.1mm 
 - Mass: 110 g/m² 

 
Q37/390 EXTENSIVE GROWING MEDIUM to Extensive Roof 
           - Manufacturer: Company name. 
           - Product reference: Extensive Mineral Substrate. 

- Material: Volcanic lava rock, natural pumice, expanded clay, crushed brick and green compost. 
- Depth: 50mm settled depth (allow for 20% settlement post installation).  
- Ameliorant/conditioner: Slow release nutrient regime. 
- Coverage: Not required 
- Declaration of analysis: Submit 
- Parameters: pH value - 6.5-7.5 

 
Q37/400 VEGETATION BLANKET to Extensive Roof 
 - Manufacturer: Company name. 
 - Product reference: Sedum-mat. 

       - Planting mix: 4-20 Sedum species, up to 5 of which are native or naturalised to the UK (BHC REF. 002). 
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   - Thickness: 20mm.  
     - Vegetation coverage: 90-95% minimum. 

 
Q37/420 EDGE RETAINING PROFILE to Extensive Roof 
 - Supplier: Company name. 
 - Product reference: Edge Detail 115 
                          - Material: Aluminium 
                          - Height: 115mm 
 
Q37/440 VEGETATION BARRIER to Extensive Roof 
 - Supplier: Company name. 
 - Type: Riverstone Pebbles 
                            - Size: 20-40mm. 
                            - Colour: Multiple colours – beige variations. 
 - Width: 300mm borders around perimeters and outlets. 
 - Depth: 50mm 
 
EXECUTION 
 
Q37/710 INSTALLATION GENERALLY 
- Preparation: Clear all surfaces of debris. 
 - Timing: After certification of waterproof membrane integrity. 
 - Surface condition: Visually inspect waterproof membrane, report any damage. 
- Faults in waterproof membrane: Report. 
- Contamination: Do not use materials detrimental to healthy plant growth. 
- Storage: Do not overload. 
 - Point loads: Avoid. 
- Outlets: Do not block 
 - Outlet grilles: Installed. 
 
Q37/720 ADVERSE WEATHER   
- Unfinished work: Secure from damage and wind uplift.   
- Conditions: Do not install or work with frozen materials. 
 
Q37/770 COMPOSITE PROTECTION / RETENTION / DRAINAGE LAYER INSTALLATION 
- Extent: Continuous over entire roof area. 
- Fitting: Loose laid. 
- Upstands: Fit closely around penetrations, outlets and thrust battens.  
 
BHC/001 UPSTAND PROTECTION LAYER INSTALLATION 
- Joints: Minimise. 
- Overlaps (minimum): 100mm. 
- Upstands: Extend to top of growing medium.  
 
Q37/790 GROWING MEDIUM INSTALLATION 
- Handling: Minimise 
 - Conditions: Handle in the driest condition possible. Do not handle or install when wet or frozen. 
- Layers:  
 - Depth (maximum): 60mm (including 20% settlement factor). 

- Sequence: Use grading bars to achieve the correct depth. Gently firm each layer before spreading the next. 
Apply pre-formulated nutrient regime according to planting plan and rake in. 
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Q37/800 VEGETATION BLANKET INSTALLATION 
 - Handling blankets: 
  - Timing: Lay within 36 hours of lifting from growing position. 
  - Excessive stacking: Not permitted. 
  - Material loss (maximum): 3% of total surface area. 
 - Growing medium condition: Thoroughly watered, subject to seasonal variation. 
 - Laying blankets: 
  - Dry, damaged, frosty or waterlogged blankets: Do not lay. 
  - Orientation: Diagonal or perpendicular to slope of roof. 
  - Joints: Stagger. Butt together or slightly overlap to prevent gaps. Do not stretch blankets. 
  - Edges: Finish with whole blankets. 
  - Consolidation: Firm as laying proceeds to ensure full contact with the growing medium. Do not use 

rollers. 
 - Dressing: Sedum vegetative material. 
  - Application: Brush in to fill joints. 
  
Q37/820 EDGE RETAINING PROFILE 
- Cutting: Neat, accurate and without spalling. 
 - Junctions: Vertical, secured using proprietary connectors. 
- Position: True to line and level. Smooth continuous lines. 

- Fixing: 5 or below loose laid, over 5 mechanically fastened. 
 
Q37/840 LAYING BORDER 
Condition of substrate: Clean. 
Gravel guards: Fit to outlets. 
Laying: 300mm borders around perimeters and outlets spread evenly. Do not pile to excessive heights. Use 
retention/separation bars to achieve a clean finishing line.   
Depth (minimum): 50mm 
Previously laid materials: Protect during the spreading of Riverstone Pebbles. Use separation bars/edge irons to 
eliminate spillage into the growing medium. 
 
COMPLETION 
 
Q37/910 INSPECTION 
- Timing: Before handover 
 - Give notice (minimum): 3 days 
 
Q37/920 COMPLETION 
- General: Leave the works in a clean, tidy condition. 
- Surfaces: Clean immediately before handover. 
- Outlets: Clean and clear of obstructions. 
- Completed green roof: Protect from adjacent or high level working. 
 
Q37/930 DOCUMENTATION 
- Timing: Submit at handover. 
- Contents: 
 - Growing medium declaration of analysis. 
 - Manufacturers guarantees and warranties. 
 - Procedures for maintenance of the green roof. 
 - Record drawings showing the location of planting and associated features. 
- Number of copies: As many as required. 
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Reference (items not included in NBS guidelines): 
 
001: UPSTAND PROTECTION LAYER INSTALLATION: Company name UPF2  
Upstand protection fleece  – Geotextile fleece, thickness: 2mm. 
 
002: Planting mix: Company name Sedum-mat, Sedum species inclusive in production. 
 
Groundcover: 
Sedum acre (native) 
Sedum acre ‘Aureum’ 
Sedum album subsp. teretifolium (native) 
Sedum album ‘Athoum’ 
Sedum album ‘Coral Carpet’ 
Sedum album ‘Murale’ 
Sedum hispanicum 
Sedum lydium 
Sedum sexangulare (naturalised) 
 
Accent: 
Sedum ellacombianum ‘Yellow Stars’ 
Sedum forsterianum (native) 
Sedum floriferum 
Sedum kamtschaticum 
Sedum kamtschaticum ‘Weihenstephaner Gold’ 
Sedum pachyclados 
Sedum rupestre (naturalised) 
Sedum sarmentosum 
Sedum spurium ‘Fuldaglut’ 
Sedum spurium ‘Summer Glory’ 
Sedum spurium ‘Tricolor’ 
 

 

 
 Sedum-mat during production in late spring/early summer. The yellow flowers are Sedum acre. 
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8. Bill of Quantities (BoQ) for Pricing & Estimating. 

 
The Bill of Quantities (BoQ) is a document used in tendering in which materials, labour and their associated costs are 
itemised. The document also details conditions of the contract and itemises all works to enable pricing and can be 
used in conjunction with NBS format specifications for cohesive functioning. The objective of the BoQ description is 
to provide sufficient information on the quantities of works to be performed to enable tenders to be made 
accurately and efficiently together with periodic evaluation of works completed. Essentially, quantity surveyors can 
use the format to measure construction works required to implement an architect’s design requirement. Below is an 
example BoQ utilised for the previously detailed NBS format document (Q37) specifying an Extensive Sedum-roof 
(using instant greening measures - Sedum-mat). The figures and words highlighted in red are used to give a template 
example for the reader. 
 

Supply and Install Tender Prices:  
Company Name green roof system Supply and Install. 

Ref. Description Quantity Units Rates Totals 

  
Q37: Green Roof: 
Company Name green roof system, extensive sedum type; as 
Company Name NBS specification. 
 
Option; Sedum blanket green roof: To supply and install a 
Company Name Sedum-Mat green roof system consisting of: 20-
25mm thick Sedum blanket plant layer grown in the UK with a 
minimum 90% plant cover upon delivery, lightweight (FLL certified 
- if applicable) growing medium (Company Name Extensive 
Mineral Substrate) finished settled depth of 60mm including an 
allowance for 20% settlement in accordance with the GRO Code 
of Best Practice. 
 
Extra over green roofs as above for 
 
Edge detail; vegetation break 20-40mm rounded pebble infill 
300mm wide 50mm deep installed to roof perimeter, 
penetrations and erosion susceptible areas, installed over 
protection fleece. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1531 
 
 
 
 
Included 
above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
m² 
 
 
 
 
Lm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
£46.50 

 
 
 
 

£0.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
£71,191.50 

 
 
 
 

£0.00 

 
 
 

 
There are a variety of beneficial reasons as to why a BoQ description is used: 

 It enables contractors tendering for a contract to price exactly on the same information, saving cost and 
time for measuring the same design to calculate different bids for tender. 

 Provides a basic valuation of variations or changes to works and a consistent basis for competitive tenders, 
allowing the most efficient and least expensive contractor to be identified. 

 Provides an open basis for the contract between the client and contractor. The client provides a clear set of 
requirements, the contractor states the price they can charge for the works.  

 Can be used by the contractor to assist in ordering materials and assessing labour requirements. 
 Provides a strong basis for financial administration of the contract. 
 Provides a good basis for cost analysis for use on future contracts in cost planning works. For example 

approximate estimating and setting costs targets for budgeting purposes. 
 
In general it provides a method of billing that is standardised and detailed which can be easily comprehended and 
incorporated neatly into a specification for optimal efficiency. 
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9. Practical Application Brief (PAb) for Installation 

 
After ascertaining the project drivers by means of consultation, designing a Greenroof system in relation to any 
project specific constraints, putting forward the relevant information/data sheets, specifying the system in NBS 
format and producing a BoQ description; a ‘Practical Application Brief (PAB)’ can be composed in order to certify that 
adequate installation procedures are followed. To a point this mirrors elements of the ‘EXECUTION’ section in the 
Q37 document. Procedures are ordered more precisely and further detail is added as to provide a guide for effective 
installation, it must be noted that if a planting plan is also required it can be attached to the PAb for submission.  
 
All necessary and relevant elements to do with installation of the Greenroof system need to be included and a copy 
should be forwarded to the Site Supervisor or company installing the works. The PAb example on the following page 
deals with the same system specification example that has been used throughout this manual (extensive greenroof 
by means of Sedum blanket on 8-15°).  
 

 
Plate 20: How not to install the moisture control layer and pebble margin. First of all the moisture control layer is upside down 
(cuspations pointing up not down – water cannot be retained), second, the moisture control layer is protruding (it should be 
installed throughout - below the pebble margin to provide protection to the waterproofing and facilitate drainage). If the pebble 
margin was installed using separation bars/edge irons to eliminate spillage into the growing medium this mistake would be 
obvious to the installer. Another factor is bad product specification, there is no filter sheet (geotextile fleece) attached to what is 
meant to be the top of the moisture control layer (facing down). Also, not so apparent in this photograph, the substrate depth is 
grossly inaccurate, which explains the poor vegetative cover (together with bad planting technique. Overall, a shambles. 
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A specification factor integral to the success of any greenroof installation is the ongoing maintenance required once 
execution is completed. This can sometimes be overlooked and must be emphasised during the design process for 
correct specification and effective implementation of project drivers (especially incorporating a fall arrest system). 

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION BRIEF: COMPANY NAME SEDUM-MAT For Instant Greening (1531.2m²) 

Combined Moisture Control Layer:  

 Synthetic fibre protection/moisture retention fleece.  

 Retention/drainage element.  

 Filter fleece.  
(Company Name Composite Protection/Water Retention/Drainage Layer) 
 
Apply as loose laid, close butted with minimum 100mm overlaps in filter fleece continuously over entire 
roof area, fitting closely around penetrations, edges, outlets and thrust battens. 
 

Upstand protection fleece:  Any waterproofed upstand faces covered with protection fleece 350g per 
m² glued down with 150 mm minimum overlaps, extending over Composite Moisture Control Layer by a 
minimum of 200mm and up any waterproofed upstands to at least finished substrate level. 
 (Company Name UPF2) 
  

Lightweight specially formulated growing substrate: consisting of organic, inorganic and mineral 
components (Company Name Extensive Mineral Substrate): 60mm (including 20% settlement factor). 
 
Use grading bars to achieve the correct depth. Gently firm each layer before spreading the next. Apply 
pre-formulated nutrient regime according to planting plan and rake in. 
 

Plant layer: installed as 20-25mm thick pre-grown Company Name Sedum-mat with a guaranteed 
minimum of 90% plant cover at installation. 
 
Do not excessively stack and lay within 36 hours of lifting from field. Lay diagonal or perpendicular to the 
slope of the roof, firm by hand as laying proceeds to improve contact with the growing medium. Stagger 
joints, butting together or slightly overlapping to prevent gaps. Fill in and finish edges with material from 
whole blankets cut to shape. 
 

Irrigation to saturation: if necessary depending upon climatic variables. 
 

Vegetation breaks to roof perimeter, penetrations and erosion susceptible areas: 300mm wide, 20-
40mm rounded pebble. Use separation bars/edge irons to eliminate spillage into the growing medium.  
 

Planted element saturated weight: 95 kg per sqm 
*
(+16kg per m² if a 300mm wide shingled margin is included in the m²). 

 

Plant coverage at installation – 90%.  
  

Planted element system depth above the waterproofing: 105 mm 
(Plant cover extends above growing substrate by 50-150mm depending on season). 
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10. Maintenance Considerations 

 
Generally speaking extensive greenroof installations are low maintenance due to the characteristics of the plant 
palette and the necessity of allowing undisturbed conditions for wildlife (especially relevant to extensive Biodiverse-
roofs). Once established if specified correctly, an extensive greenroof will only require natural precipitation and 
continue to develop and create a self sustaining plant community on the rooftop (although this can be dependent on 
system type - pitched roofs/Meadow-roofs may require irrigation) providing habitat for invertebrates and other 
wildlife species (Birds & Bats). Maintenance or management is integral to the successful performance of the planted 
element, particularly in the first few years during establishment to ensure the long-term success of the plant layer.  
 

10.1. Reference in Design & Specification  
 
Although the maintenance requirement for extensive greenroofs is low it is also excedingly crucial in order to 
actualise the benefits originally specified in the consultation process and to prevent any costly remedial actions. This 
should be flagged during the design consultation/specification so as to make the client aware of ongoing costs.  
 
Reference is made within the ‘COMPLETION’ section at the end of the NBS format Q37 document: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An aspect of maintenance that must be considered during design is BREEAM requirements, if the client desires 
additional accreditation. This should be flagged during the initial consultation process and factored into the 
specification. Maintenance or Habitat Management as it is termed with extensive Biodiverse-roofs (most applicable 
system-type to gain offered credits) impacts upon BREEAM in the Land Use & Ecology section. Below is a breakdown 
of the relevant area with particular points of relevance underlined:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Q37/930 DOCUMENTATION 
- Timing: Submit at handover. 
- Contents: 
 - Growing medium declaration of analysis. 
 - Manufacturers guarantees and warranties. 
 - Procedures for maintenance of the green roof. 

 

LE6: Long Term Impact on Biodiversity – 2 credits available 

To minimise the long term impact of the development on the site’s and surrounding area’s biodiversity. Working 

together with the Ecologist it is possible to assist in attaining 2 credits. 

  

First Credit: 

Provision of a roofscape habitat management plan with reference to the current and future site level or Local 

Biodiversity Action Plan. 

 

Second Credit: 

1. Green-roof installation based on a native habitat template creating new ecologically valuable habitat 

appropriate to the local area. Plant species to support Local, Regional and National Biodiversity Action 

Plan species. 

2. Maintenance schedule drawn up to minimize disturbance to wildlife. 
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Greenroof Maintenance or Habitat Management becomes relevant to BREEAM by the creation of a Habitat 

Management Plan put in place to safeguard the enhancement of site Ecology and Long Term Impact on Biodiversity. 

The Management Planning stage of the Maintenance/Habitat Management Contract will take this into account, 

drawing up a schedule of necessary works to either coincide with an Ecologists report or to provide a single point 

plan depending upon the expertise of the company involved. Habitat Management planning will be covered in this 

manuscript by an example plan provided after outlining typical maintenance procedures. 

 
10.2. Typical Maintenance Procedures  
 

The following aspects are typically specified procedures related to the planted element of the roof only. Not all the 

procedures will be appropriate to every roof: 
 

 Removal of unspecified and undesirable plant species: including invasive species and management of plant 

ratios. Plant species ratios become important when considering Biodiverse-roofs and BREEAM stipulations. 

 Planted element health check: including pests and disease. 

 Reduction in height of plant layer or removal of spent flower-heads: depending on planting strategy 

employed, for example the difference between a Meadow-roof and Sedum-roof (same number of visits).  

 Application of specific nutrient regime and/or substrate conditioner: to invigorate plant species, e.g. 

greening up red Sedum-roofs, improving density of growth, vigour and flowering. 

 Inspection of gutters and drains: to keep waterways clear of debris, necessitating functional drainage.  

 Re-forming of vegetation breaks and removal of leaf litter: to neaten the roofscape when and where 

required. Keeping pebble margins in order and removing debris from overlooking trees in autumn. 

 Correction of system: vital to prevent any costly problems that may occur before they become serious, such 

as sparse growth, mass plant deaths, substrate acidification and drainage failure.   

 Specialist Ecological management: depending upon the sytem-type and specific requirements. 

Design Stage: 

In order to achieve the desired credits a suitably qualified Ecologist must prepare evidence of: previous 

appointment prior to commencement of activities on site, a signed copy of checklist A6 (RELATING Ecology to 

BREEAM), the commitment to produce a habitat management plan. Additional criteria includes evidence of: the 

appointment of a Biodiversity Champion, a training schedule for the site workforce or specification showing the 

requirement for training, monitoring and reporting criteria and a copy of the proposed site habitat plan 

highlighting the new ecologically valuable habitat or a document confirming that the habitat supports the 

relevant Biodiversity Action Plans. 

 

Post Construction Stage: 

In order to achieve the desired credits a suitably qualified Ecologist must prepare evidence:      

That all relevant UK and EU legislation relating to protection and enhancement of Ecology has been complied 

with, also a copy of the site’s landscape and habitat management plan. Additional criteria includes: A copy of 

relevant sections of the site log book (any actions taken by the Biodiversity champion, records of monitoring and 

actions taken to protect Biodiversity, any requests to view such information), a record of training undertaken by 

the site workforce, Site inspection report and photographic evidence confirming existence of the proposed 

habitat and a copy of the report by the Ecologist confirming site works were executed in a manner that minimised 

disturbance to wildlife. 
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Plate 11: A Sedum-roof that has been neglected, left without maintenance for a number of years. Due to substrate acidification 
the Sedums have all but died-off and Moss has completely taken over (95% cover). When the Moss Dries out in summer it leaves 
unsightly brown patches and the greenroof provides little of the benefits as specified by original project drivers. 
 

Exact procedures vary depending upon the type of planting strategy installed. This relates to the description of 
system types previously mentioned in section 3 (page 14) and can be categorised as either:  
 

 Maintenance Packages: Sedum, Meadow and Ornamental roof types. 

 Habitat Management Packages: Biodiverse Green, Brown and Ornamental roof types.   
 
The difference requirement for a Biodiverse-roof in the form of a habitat management package, will entail specialist 
works by trained technicians, overseen by an Ecological or Greenroof Horticultural consultant. For further 
information refer to the habitat management plan example (page) or visit www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk.  
 
The most common procedures likely to take place on any extensive greenroof include controlling weeds/undesirable 
species, application of a pre-formulated nutrient regime and removal of spent flower heads or reduction of plant 
layer height during autumn or spring. These points shall be discussed further: 
 
Control of Undesirable Plant Species: Maintenance must be precisely timed to take place relative to undesirable and 
invasive plant species that occur, or may occur on the Greenroof. This factor is unique to each project and initial 
inspections during the first year of maintenance will identify the ruderal plant palette present at roof-level and that 
also in the surrounding ground-level area. This allows for a botanical assessment of flowering and seeding times as 
to plan timing of future maintenance and should be included in a Greenroof Management Plan. Weed seedlings can 
be spread by the wind from ground-level, roof-level, dispersed by birds, carried in during works or present in plant 
materials installed. A strict work ethic of cleaning footwear should be applied before proceeding onto any roof area 
to prevent the spread of seedlings and any materials need to be rigorously checked pre-works to be used or installed 
during works. In some circumstances plant species may appear on the roof spontaneously from the surrounding 
area, their characteristics enabling them to survive at the substrate depth installed and providing either aesthetic or 
wildlife benefit. In this case a consultation must be sought with the client as to whether these species are kept or 
removed.    

http://www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk/
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Removal of Dead Flower-heads or Reduction in Plant Layer Height: Old plant material left over from flowering can 
often be unsightly. Grey or brown stems characterise dead flower heads which give a Sedum-roof an overall hairy 
and dull appearance. If left naturally to breakdown, nutrients will be recycled back into the system although not at 
adequate levels to support optimal growth whilst diminishing the aesthetic appeal. It is recommended to remove 
dead flower-heads during autumn to improve neatness of the roofscape for aesthetic benefit. With Meadow-roofs 
the same applies in relation to spent herbaceous and grass growth. If Biodiversity is the main project driver, this will 
dictate removal of old plant material during early-mid spring instead to provide overwintering habitat for 
invertebrates in hollow stemmed plant species and dense growth.  
 

 
Plate 12: A Meadow-roof during maintenance. In practice a long-armed hedgecutter is the most effective tool at reducing the 
plant layer height. This permits precision cutting, removing the possibility of loose pebbles causing damage as could happen with 
a strimmer (rooflights), or damage to the plant layer if a lawnmower was used. Cuttings must be removed from the roof. 

 

 
Plate 13: Overwintering material on a Biodiverse-roof can sometimes look quite attractive.  
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Replenishment of Nutrient-levels: All plants require water and macro-nutrients to survive and flourish. Although 
Sedums are much more tolerant to drought and require less nutrition, it is still very important to replenish nutrient 
levels or degradation can follow. As the plant layer uses the available nutrients supplied by organic matter in the 
growing medium and applied fertiliser during installation the available nutrient source soon becomes depleted 
leading to sub-standard growth, flowering and optimal function of the extensive greenroof. Over a period of time 
this reduces the pH of the growing medium, allowing moss to infiltrate between the plant communities, eventually 
taking over and leading to a Moss-majority roof that will brown-off completely during times of drought, provide little 
or no flowering value, reduce the benefits provided (e.g. water attenuation, biodiversity, thermal) and will require 
costly remedial works to repair. Hence it is very important that a regular addition of nutrients is applied. Each 
planting is project specific due to localised abiotic factors such as microclimate. Therefore each planted element 
requires a specially formulated regime, in order to provide optimal benefit. During the first year of maintenance a 
‘macro-nutrient requisite test’ should be carried out to establish the project specific nutrient regime to be employed, 
taking into account nitrogen runoff and the consequential environmental effects (eutrophication). Periodic growing 
medium samples should be taken and analysed to ensure that the pH remains within required parameters.  
  

 
Plate 14: A Sedum-roof suffering from under-nourishment. Notice the red colouration, lack of flowers and poor vigour. 

 

 
Plate 15: A Sedum-roof displaying adequate nutrient levels, notice the healthy, dense green growth and prolific flowering. 

http://companyweb/Project Pictures/H Projects 2400 - 2799/2546 Welland Court, Nottingham/05 Welland Court 06-Jul-11/P1010826.jpg
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10.3. Habitat Management Planning  
 
Habitat management rather than just maintenance is primarily relevant to extensive Biodiverse-roofs, although 
conventional extensive Sedum and Meadow-roofs can also be subject to habitat management procedures depending 
on project targets and functions of the greenroof. Below is an example management plan that could be used for 
BREEAM necessity if required. An Ecologist or qualified consultant should be responsible for composing such a plan; 
whether employed directly, through in-house expertise in a company already employed, or by specialist greenroof 
management practice (www.greenroof maintenanceuk.co.uk) .Procedures involved in specialist Ecological 
management will differ depending upon specification, but included in the plan below are a few simple procedures 
that may be employed:    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HABITAT MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
Aim: to develop and maintain a healthy herbaceous sward, free from invasive species, with a low dependency 
on nutrients and water. Therefore providing a diversity of vegetation structures including food and nectar 
resources for habitat facilitation by locally occurring wildlife species that are likely to be present on the 
Extensive Biodiverse Greenroof. Procedures to be in-line with the original specifications.  
      Special attention to be paid towards sightings of Passer domesticus (House Sparrow) and Bombus ruderatus 
(Large Garden Bumblebee) both Biodiversity Action Plan species, and other uncommon invertebrates. 
Frequency of visits: 2 visits per year, 1 in Spring, the other in Autumn – exact timing to be decided annually, 
dependant on invasive plant species present the previous year. 
 
Spring Visit: 

 Monitor any Biodiversity present or any evidence of habitation, on the roof or surrounding area. 

 Analysis of plant species proportions and overall coverage (noting any damage or pests/diseases). 

 Removal of any litter or extraneous debris. 

 Identification and removal of any invasive species not present in the specification by hand. 

 If required, cutting back of plant material, to open up the vegetation layer, thereby assisting less 
competitive flowering species. 

 Re-seeding or plug planting of less vigorous/nectar rich species: in areas where damage has occurred 
from the removal of invasive species or to increase ecological interest. 

 Check that plant material is clear from the cobbled margins. 

 Removal of all debris from around outlets and inspection chambers.  

 Updating of photographic log before procedures are carried out and after. 
 
Autumn Visit: 

 Monitor any Biodiversity present or any evidence of habitation, on the roof or surrounding area. 

 Analysis of plant species proportions and overall coverage (noting any damage or pests/diseases). 

 Removal of any litter or extraneous debris. 

 Identification and removal of any invasive species not present in the specification by hand. 

 Re-seeding or plug planting of less vigorous/nectar rich species: in areas where damage has occurred 
from the removal of invasive species or to increase ecological interest. 

 Check that plant material is clear from the cobbled margins. 

 Removal of all debris from around outlets and inspection chambers.  

 Updating of photographic log before procedures are carried out and after. 

 
After 4 years of habitat management procedures should be updated to include remedial actions to further 
attract locally occurring wildlife species, taking into account recorded sightings, Biodiversity Action Plans and 
climate change. 

file:///C:/Users/User/Desktop/Ebooks%20Greenroof%20Specification/www.greenroof%20maintenanceuk.co.uk
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10.4. Quotation 
 
A BoQ description must also be presented for maintenance procedures and will differ due to the contract offered. 
This can vary for a variety of reasons, primarily due to system-type, roof size, location and the type of company 
tendering for the contract (whether they are principally installers or maintenance specialists): 
 

Ref. Description Quantity Units Rates Totals 

  

Q37: Green Roof: 
Company Name extensive Sedum-roof system maintenance,  
as Company Name NBS specification. 
 
Extra; maintenance and aftercare of Greenroof installation; for 12 
months after practical completion; 2 visits per year; 50% of total 
bill payable within 30 days of each visit; excluding repair work or 
replanting due to the actions of any other site services. Assuming 
that all roof areas can be accessed safely by ladder and that a fall 
prevention system to which harness and lanyard can be attached 
is installed. 
 

Extra; annual maintenance and aftercare; in accordance with the 
guarantee requirement. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1531 

 
 
0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

m² 

 
 
m² 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£1.32 
 
 
 

£0.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£2020.92 
 
 
 

£0.00 

 
A BoQ quote can be offered either during the initial pricing, within the O&M manual after installation (during 
handover) or separately if tendering for maintenance only. It is common practice for the installer to provide a year-
long guarantee post-installation to the client, dependent upon take-up of a maintenance contract. After the 
establishment period the client is then free to keep the maintenance contract running with the installation company 
or put the contract out to tender. In some circumstances a specialist maintenance-only or greenroof management 
company may offer the same guarantee after a site inspection and analysis of specification and PDS on all major 
components. This can sometimes save costs for the client 

 

 
Plate 16: It is very important for maintenance that greenroofs are specified with a fall prevention system in order to comply 
with working at heights safety regulations. Above, a common mansafe system from which to attach a lanyard and harness. 
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10.4. Operations & Maintenance (O&M) Manual 
 
Effective operation and maintenance are critical to the long term viability of any project. The O&M manual describes 
key components of the systems installed in a new building and explains how they should be operated and 
maintained, helping to ensure that the project fulfils its promise to the client. This should be completed after 
construction before the project is occupied. In relation to the included greenroof aspect, the specific O&M manual 
should be presented to the client/contractor post-installation during handover. A basic template detailing the 
previously specified conventional Sedum-roof is presented as follows. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date 
Project Name Operation & Maintenance Manual 
Contractor: Client Name 
Contact: Name, email, phone number 

 
Please find below operations and maintenance information as requested. 
 
CONTENTS 
1. Greenroof element specification. 
2. Supplier & installer details (or installer only). 
3. Post installation services. 
4. Maintenance recommendations. 
 
1. GREENROOF ELEMENT SPECIFICATION 
 
Project Description 
Rectangular building with standing seam roof made up of 1nr. area. There are 4nr. (various sized) large 
rectangular rooflights protruding that have containment details enclosing all 4 sides. Roof pitch varies 8-15 
degrees. Company name Sedum-mat planted specification. There are numerous mansafe posts and safety lines 
covering the roofscape. Due to installation time being during the summer months, a temporary irrigation system 
will be installed and managed by Company name for the 6-8 week post installation period.   
 
Planted Element Specification 
Q37/130: EXTENSIVE SEDUM GREEN ROOF FOR INSTANT GREENING 
- Roof type: Standing Seam Metal Roof. 

- Substrate: Aluminium (root resistant) – by others. 

- Slope: 8-15 
- Waterproofing: As H31 – by others. 
- Thermal insulation: As H31– by others. 
- Moisture control/protection layers: Combined (Q37/355). 
            - Company name Composite Protection/Water Retention/Drainage layer. 
- Growing Medium: Company name Extensive Mineral Substrate (Q37/390). 

- Depth: 50mm settled depth (allow for 20% settlement post installation). 
- Vegetation: Company name Sedum-mat 20mm thick pre-grown Sedum blanket, 90-95% minimum coverage 
on installation (Q37/400). 
- Accessories:  

 - Slip prevention: Thrust battens – by others – every 3-4m. 
 - Upstand protection: Company name UPF protection fleece (BHC REF. 001). 

 - Edge retaining profile: Company name Edge Detail 115 (Q37/420). 
 - Borders: Company name Riverstone Pebbles(Q37/440). 
 - Gravel stop: Project specific 
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A BoQ description must also be presented for maintenance procedures and will differ due to the contract offered.  
 

 
2. SUPPLIER AND INSTALLER DETAILS (OR INSTALLER ONLY)  
 
All the components above the pre-installed waterproofing layer listed in the above specification were supplied 
and installed by ‘Company name’. 
 
Company name 
Address line1 
Address line 2 
Address line 3 
Contact: Phone, email 
Website 
 
3. POST-INSTALLATION WORKS 
 
Company name maintenance for greenroof planted systems. A maintenance contract was offered as part of 
tender documentation ‘Date’. 
OR  
Insert maintenance specific BoQ/Quote. 
 
Any previous instructions made by the contractor or client to carry out works, where relevant. 
 
4. MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 Removal of unspecified and undesirable plant species: including invasive species and management of 

plant ratios. Plant species ratios become important when considering BREEAM stipulations. 

 

 Planted element health check: including pests and disease. 

 

 Reduction in height of plant layer or removal of spent flower-heads: depending on planting strategy  

employed, for example the difference between a Meadow-roof and Sedum-roof (same number of visits).  

 

 Application of specific nutrient regime and/or substrate conditioner: to invigorate plant species, e.g. 

greening up red Sedum-roofs, improving density of growth, vigour and flowering. 

 

 Inspection of gutters and drains: to keep waterways clear of debris, necessitating functional drainage.  

 

 Re-forming of vegetation breaks and removal of leaf litter: to neaten the roofscape when and where 

required. Keeping pebble margins in order and removing debris from overlooking trees in autumn. 

 

 Correction of system: vital to prevent any costly problems that may occur before they become serious, 

such as sparse growth, mass plant deaths, substrate acidification and drainage failure.   

 
For a more specific management plan please contact Company name. 
 
END 
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10.4. Quality Control Issues 
 
It must be stated as before that maintenance is integral to the success of any Extensive Greenroof, allowing the plant 
community to develop as it is designed.  Management contracts are generally offered for 12 months and above. If 
maintenance is neglected rejuvenation, conversion and remedial packages may have to be employed which will 
definitely work out to be more costly in the long term. As a general guide, it is recommended that maintenance be 
carried out 2 or 3 times during the first few years and twice in each subsequent year, although this depends on the 
type of system installed and the rate of plant cover. All maintenance actions carried out at roof level must be in full 
compliance with the appropriate health and safety regulations, and particularly those specifically dealing with 
working at height as specified in the UK GRO Guidelines 
 
All operatives carrying out procedures should be trained in Horticulture or Ecology and be able to carry out works to 
a high standard with a Horticultural or Ecological consultant on hand to oversee. A post-works report should be 
produced for client feedback benefit, with details of works undertaken, roofscape composition and future 
procedures required, amongst other information together with a comprehensive photographic record. A guarantee 
on performance of the planted element to coincide with the duration of the guarantee placed on the waterproofing 
is sometimes offered whilst a management contract is in place. This is normally dependent upon the original 
specification and quality of installation, determined by initial inspection if required by the company involved.  
 

 
Extensive Biodiverse ‘Green-roofs’ require a habitat management contract rather than just straight maintenance, usually 
requiring the same number of visits per year with little price difference to a conventional Sedum-roof but with an increased level 
of Horticultural/Ecological knowledge needed by the operatives/technicians..  

 
An Ecological consultant or specially trained technicians are needed for management of Extensive Biodiverse-roofs 
due to the extra skill-set that is required. This may include plant & wildlife identification, knowledge of specialist 
treatment methods for certain species, technical Greenroof ability and plant health awareness. For further 
information please visit www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk. 

http://www.greenroofmaintenanceuk.co.uk/
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11. Summary & Discussion 

 
A holistic perspective should be employed when considering the process of greenroof implementation. Each 
separate aspect must be considered in detail, but also inter-related to improve the overall planned method. By using 
an all-inclusive design and specification procedure, every relevant aspect can be accounted for, feeding into a 
successful project installation and long term management regime that allows project drivers/goals to be actualised. 
Correct specification is vital for this process to occur and correct design is vital for correct specification. A ‘Process 
Perspective Methodology Diagram’ and ‘Holistic Greenroof Implementation Model’ have been included to highlight 
this point and all inter-related aspects of the whole process (fig. 1 page 8 & fig. 3 page 9). The process diagram has 
been coloured to highlight the relevant points covered in this manual (see fig. 2, page 9) and can be adapted by 
similar method to cover any necessary points relevant to the whole implementation process. 
 
Project drivers, the reasons behind why greenroof implementation is required or desired. For simplicities sake they 
can be grouped into 3 broad categories; Environmental (e.g. biodiversity, stormwater attenuation), Economic (e.g. 
improved thermal building performance, roof lifespan, planning permission, building value) and Social (e.g. 
aesthetics, air pollution, noise pollution, amenity benefit, food production space). A ‘Design-concept Model’ (fig. 4, 
page 13) has been provided that can be utilised to discern specific project driver importance for the design process, 
derived by initial consultation with the client. 
 
Design considerations have been contemplated to provide an outlay of issues that need to be factored to allow a 
successful design and subsequent specification. These include: 
 

 Load bearing: the roof structure must be able to take the extra weight. A table of saturated weight calculations 
has been provided for a conventional Sedum-roof (table 1, page 15) and individual industry standard component 
weights presented. 
 

 Roof pitch: the slope of a project must be accounted for and any necessary slip prevention measures taken. 
Vegetative application is reliant on the pitch and supplemental irrigation needs are calculated on this basis. A 
table is provided (table 2, page 16) to display all the information relevant to different degrees of roof pitch. 
 

 Exposure, aspect and the geographical seasonal differences at the project site are used as the base conditions to 
determine plant selection. 
 

 The planting specification needs to be chosen very carefully, taking into account: growing medium depth, 
aesthetic/functional considerations (including BREEAM if applicable), application method (table 3, page 18) 
relating to cost, establishment time, previously mentioned pitch, exposure and climatic conditions together with 
plant species specifics (see other brief technical manuals in the series, page 2). 
 

 Accessories, such as edge detailing, outlet inspection chambers, vegetation breaks (borders) and habitat furniture 
if designing a biodiverse-roof. The materials used contribute to the aesthetic finish (especially the framing aspect 
of a border and edge containment), functionality and cost of the extensive greenroof. 
 

 The system must be designed so that water can drain adequately from the roof and so there is no water flowing 
directly onto the plant layer from any roof above. 
 

 For inverted roofs very lightweight systems are not applicable as the growing medium must carry enough weight 
to ballast the insulation down. 
 

 Make sure that the provision is made for installation of a fall prevention system, if a parapet wall is not present 
for long term maintenance procedure 
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